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I. FI R S T STEPS

/. Beginnings.
Subject-Matter and Characters

What is the Bulgarian cinema of today?
Which period of time does it cover? What artists

and films characterize it? In search of an exact

answer to these questions, trying to establish the

truest characteristics of one or another artist

or to find the historical roots of a film, one has

to go back to 1950. For on March 20, 1950 the

first Bulgarian film had its premiere, a film that

was produced by the state-run national feature

film studio. This is the date that can be consider-

ed the birthday of the contemporary Bulgarian
cinema. Or it might be better to say, of the Bul-

garian cinema in general.
Before film-producing equipment in Bulgaria

was taken over by the state, it was owned by
private persons who were in fact the producers,

though the word, in its modern sense, hardly
fits the case. The numerous film-making enter-

prises, which suddenly appeared and disappeared
as rapidly, were the ventures of enthusiasts rather

than the serious endeavour of film magnates,

prepared to invest large sums in the film indus-

try. These people treated their more or less casual



contact with the cinema as a hobby, or even as a

sort of adventure. Becoming aware that the

establishment of a national cinematography,
capable of competing with the large Western

firms, required many years and a great deal of

capital, they quickly retired from the scene.

This sort of attitude towards the cinema, consider-

ing its extreme dependence on funds and equip-
ment, inevitably doomed the creative ambitions
and efforts of even the most inspired enthusiasts.

And yet such people did exist. One of them,
Vassil Gendov, was an exceptional man, even by
international standards. Neither poverty, nor

hunger, gaol, ridicule or humiliation, could

damp down his invincible desire to make films.

The history of the Bulgarian cinema has on re-

cord curious little stories like the one about Gen-
dov who had to sell his wristwatch and his wife's

jewellery to pay the debts he had contracted in

making one of his films. A persevering and am-
bitious man, he also had a strong seise of cinema-
tic means of expression. This may be seen from

individual fragments of his films. Though shot

in a ludicrously primitive manner, they reveal

the author's undoubted flair for a visual represen-
tation of life, which closely resembles that of

Jacques Feyder and Clair during the 'twenties

and 'thirties. Bai Ganijo (1922) and The Slaves^

Rebellion (1933) are a case in point. Whole sequen-
ces are preserved from some films, individual

shots from others, while nothing has remained of

the rest. We know and judge them from the re- S
cords of film studios and from the accounts of

living witnesses. This is what the critic Georgi

Stoyanov-Bigor had to say in this connection:

'I look at their portraits, already catalogued as

museum pieces in the National Filmotheque:



Vassil Gendov, Zhana Gendova, Alexander Va-
zov, Vassil Poshev, Vassil Bakurdjiev, Simeon
Simeonov. Portraits of dreamers, of Don Quixo-
tes. . . . What did they make of their films?

Were they out to really earn anything? Where
were their studios and laboratories, how many
were the cinema theatres in Bulgaria, what re-

turns did they expect from the distribution of

a single film copy and how far could these returns

cover expenses?
'. . . It would ha\e been sad indeed if Bul-

garia had not had its Don Quixotes. . .'

I should like to add that the prospects of our

cinematography were really dim, for 15 years
after Griffith and Eisenstein, five years after

The Great Game and The Grand Illusion, and at

the time of Welles's Citizen Cane, it was shooting
films with cameras whose noise was a cross be-

tween the clanking of a dilapidated sewing ma-
chine and the roar of a stone-crusher.

When all film-producing equipment was taken
over by the state in 1948, luck gave way to secu-

rity, enthusiasm to professionalism, and the

film-makers by chance became film-makers by
calling. This act launched the Bulgarian nation-
al cinema art on its speedy and surprising devel-

opment. This is what film director Zahari Zhan-
dov, a contemporary, wrote about it:

'There was enthusiasm, and a fervent desire

lo keep up with the rest of the world, but all that

there was to work with were a few Cinamo came-
ras, fit for a museum; but the cameramen literal -

ry fought one another for them. A newsreel had
to be produced every week, and that was a great

responsibility, but there was only the most pri-
mitive laboratory with wooden frames and tubs,

and a technical "miracle", the first Bulgarian



sound -recording apparatus, made by the pioneers

Parlapanov and Popov, to produce it with.

The outside world had to see and hear what was

happening in Bulgaria. How many times did the

fulfilment of this responsibility depend on the

merest chance?'

Kalin The Eagle was the first full-length film

produced by the new state cinematography.
As was to be expected, the film was received with

unalloyed enthusiasm, and one should admit that

for all the obvious naivety of the story, the cru-

dity of the approach to the subject, and the pri-
mitixe means of expression, Kalin The Eagle
(created by scriptwriter Orlin Vassilev and
directed by Boris Borozanov, who had already
had some experience) is quite a decent effort as

far as Bulgarian historical films go.
. . . Kalin, nicknamed The Eagle for his re-

markable courage, a rebel against the Turks, a

fighter for the people's freedom, is exiled to

Diarbekir, where he spends fifteen years. On his

return to his country he realizes that the libera-

ted Bulgaria differs profoundly from his precon-
ceived idea of it. The country has embarked upon
the road of the easiest accumulation of capital
in order to become a partner on the European
market. The suffering and oppression of centuries

have been forgotten in this race for wealth and
the rivers of blood shed for the freedom have
been profaned. The authorities have forgotten
about the heroes, their valiant deeds and
wounds. ... At the same time, however, the 10
fist socialist organizations ; egin to appear,
propagating the ideas of equality and fraterniy
and offering ways and means of alleviating the
fate of the poverty-stricken people. Kalin is

faced with the realitx' of earlv 20th centiir\ Bui-



garia, and the makers of tlie film tr\ to express
the disillusionment of former fighters against
the Ottomans, in the ideals for which they had

fought and died.

The fact that Kalin The Ea^le was the first

production of the newly-established cinemato-

graphy inspires respect and makes one wonder
whether it does not set a kind of standard of ar-

tistic quality and ideological validity, as was
the case with Buczkowski's Forbidden Songs
in Poland and Rossellini's films in Italy. This
is not the case, however, and the main reason for

this failure seems to be the absence in the film

of the seeds of the new things that the post-war

period brought to Bulgaria: the rehabilitation

of the country, the wholesale reconstruction of

the industry and economy, the collectivization

of farming, and mainly the reflection of all these

events in the psychology of the people who had
survived the war. In its conception, structure

and content, Kalin The Eagle followed in the

footsteps of prewar films of that genre and was

only, perhaps, on a higher professional level.

The next feature film. Alarm (directed by Za-

hari Zhandov), immediately came to grips with

all those pressing problems and situations which
characterized the period, and tried to bring out

the complex of facts which determined the psy-

chology of larger and smaller groups of society.
It was just this ambition to keep abreast of cur-

rent issues that showed in Alarm the first dis-

// quieting signs of dogmatism and schematization

in the Bulgarian cinema art which were typical
of the period of the personality cult.

The scenario of Alarm, based on a play of the

same name by Orlin Vassilev, describes the

inner world of the retired tsarist officer Vitan



Lazarov, who, holding aloof from the political

struggle, hopes to remain untouched by the vast

social perturbations which occurred on the eve

of the anti-fascist uprising of 1944. The tragedy
of this man springs from the circumstance that

the war enters his own home; his son Boris, also

an army officer, pursues and kills communist

guerrillas, while his son-in-law is a communist.
Thus sketchily outlined, the story threatens to

be too readily polarized between the three types
of character — 'positive

— neutral — negative',
but in the rich fabric of the scenario, through
well -developed dialogues and the varied mise-

en-scene, the complicated inner conflict of the

principal character is comparatively well pre-

sented.

This film marked the orientation of the Bulga-
rian cinema towards contemporary life — a sub-

ject that was soon neglected for quite a long

time, and attracted the interest of film-makers

once mcire only in the late 'fifties.

The screening of Under Ths Yck?, a no\el of

national importance for all Bulgarians, became
an outstanding fact not only, and not even large-

ly, because of the value of the original. In

many H;spects this film outlined the ideas, sub-

jects, and formal features that were to mark the

line of development of Bulgarian film-making
in the six following years.

I have the historical film in mind. A suffi-

cient number of years had passed since the end

of the war to view in proper perspective the bitter 12

experiences and incredible suffering, the blood-

shed and the meaning of the sacrifices. That

period could have been used as a scale to see

how events had shaped, both in their real and sub-

jective dimensions, and the essence and size of



A frame from tlu' film Alarm

the conflicts. Moreover, the logic of these consi-

derations brought subjects from the war and

occupation to the attention of film-makers.

Affairs took appro.ximately such a course in Po-

land, where Ale.xander Ford's llie Five of Barska
13 Street formed the backbone of an artistic school

of cinema that later produced such film-makers

as Andrzej Wajda, Jerzy Stefan Stawinski, Jer-

zy Kawalerowicz, Andrzej Munk, and films like

Ashes and Diamonds, 1 he Real End of the Great

War, Eroica, and Mother Joan of the Angels.



The orientation towards historical subjects
in the Bulgarian cinema had different roots, at

least at the stage of development now under con-
sideration. For, several years later, when the 20th

Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union had done away with the consequences of

the personality cult in the USSR, and the April
\\j5b Plenary Session of the Bulgarian Communist
Party had cleared the way for new, fresh develop-
ments and ideas in Bulgaria's social and cultural

life, the film On the Little Island, which reflected

that process, was made, becoming a milestone in

the development of the Bulgarian cinemato-

granhy.
But we shall return to it later.

The historical films of the 1952-56 period were
not concerned with the recent past, the period
of resistance against Bulgarian and German
fascism. The central event in han Vazov's novel
Under The Ycke, on which the film was based,
was the Bulgarian insurrection against the Otto-
mans in April 1876, and in the film Heroes of

Shipka, the unbelievable heroism of the Bulga-
rian volunteers in the defence of the Shipka
Pass against the attacks of hi Ottoman army
in the Russo-Turkish War of 1878. The film Sep-
tembrists dealt with the first anti-fascist upris-

ing in the world, which broke out in Bulgaria
in 1923. Son^y of Man is a biographical poem of

the revolutionary poet Nikola Vaptsarov who
was shot in 1942.

Compared with earlier efforts, these films de- 14
monstrate a considerable advance in professional-
ism in Bulgarian film-making: the story is

ever more skilfully composed, the camera toIIows
the subtleties of the author's subjective vision.

the sound track is the expressive summing up



A frame frc m the
film Seplen.brists

Ivan Bratanov
as Father Andrei

in Septembrists



of the whole thing. Yet these films are quite far

from a direct and real portrayal of life and of

human character. The psychological waverings
of Vitan Lazarov and the desire of the film-

makers to grasp them in all their complexity,
are increasingly replaced by schematically con-

structed situations with two opposing poles 'a

good and an evil character'. Many shots of the

different films come to resemble each other:

the same close-ups of the strapping young fellow

with his eyes trained on the future, whether the

character is the rebel Boicho Ognyanov, the revo-

lutionary Stefan, the poet Vaptsarov or a Shipka
volunteer. And they all seem to speak the same
lines! The unrelenting operation of the postulates
of the personality cult related to art: exact por-

trayal of the typical hero, the hero as a representa-
tive of a definite socio-economic group, freeing
the human being from its personalized, individual

features — all this schematization did a great
deal of harm to film art. and not only in Bulgaria.
The film Septembiists (1954) by Angel Wagen-
stein and Zahari Zhandov received the Struggle
for Freedom Prize at the festi\al in Karlovy
Vary.

These are things of the past, for which it is not

so difficult to provide explanations today. It is

the good films like Septembiists which present
a problem. In this particular film one feels the

conflict between the creative efforts of the makers
and even more so their conflict with the adminis-
trative organs which had to view it before release. 16
The argument centred around the character
of one of the leaders of the uprising, the \illage

priest Andrei. The record of the discussion of the

scenario reads in part: 'Father Andrei oversha-
dows the chiefs of staff of the uprising. His cha-



racter is more powerful than that of the leaders.

Father Andrei, an accidental product of the up-

rising, o\ershado\vs the character of Stefan,

f'athcr Andrei should be treated as an episodical
character in favour of Stefan, Kolarov, Vera.'

Father Andrei, the priest who rebelled against

religion, was a strong and captivating personali-

ty, with a stormy temperauient, florid language
and typically "Bulgarian kindness of heart.

Thanks to his personal magnetism he played a

considerable part in the uprising. This character

placed the film-makers in a quandary.
'It seems,' critic Nedka Stanimirova wrote,

'that this hero cannot be fitted into artificial

a priori schemes, since the prototype himself —
a priest turned atheist and rebel, life itself

with its infinite xar'ety
— is an argument against

the speculative conceptions and narrow theoreti-

zations about the typical.'

2. Pallid Contemporary Themes

It is worth mentioning that .several films

attempting to deal with life in contemporar\'
Bulgaria were also made in that period. .All of

them suffer in some measure from the schematiza-
tion and conservatism already mentioned, though
not to such an extent as the historic films. This

phenomenon seems difficult to explain. Normally,
17 tlie pressing problems in a given society or period

clash with the greatest force in contemporary
subjects, imperfections and difficulties being
reflected in these clashes. Dynamism cannot al-

ways be polarized and simplified. Complexity
in life requires complexity in treatment. It is

•2 Presentday Bulgarian Cinema



a fact that this kind of films give rise to heated
discussions and are given the most controversial

reception. This assertion could be backed by a

number of phenomena from the history of any
national cinema: the Italian neorealism, the

•angry young men' in Britain, the Czechoslovak
'wonder'.

Interest in the contemporary theme in the

Bulgarian cinema produced quite a number of

mediocre, unpretentious works like // Happened
in the Street — the rather shal lowly told story of

the love affair between a chauffeur and a labora-

tory technician; Adam's Rib, dealing with the

efforts of Bulgarian Moslem women to achieve

equality, education and a chance for their own
career in life; Point One, whose subject is child-

ren and our concern for their peaceful and happy
future. Yet these films were enthusiasticallx

welcomed by the general public who longed to

see themselves and their own day on the screen.

The great popularity of all these films brought
to the fore the problem of 'cinema versus film-

goer', a problem which, more or less acutely,

accompanied the appearance of every new work
of the film makers. Even as this is being written,

in 1967, we are not onh' far from its solution but

it seems that due to certain specific tendencies

in the development of the world cinema, which
also affect the Bulgarian cinema, the problem it-

self is becoming deeper and more complex.
But in 1956 it appeared straightforward enough.

'Give us films about ourselves,' the spectators J8
demanded. 'Give us comedies,' was the nearly
universal slogan. .And film makers decided to

'gi\e'. Tmo Victories were born. If we look at the

credits of the film, we shall notice that the effort

of all the best established Bulgarian film artists



of the time had gone into its making: it was

scripted by Angel Wagenstein, Vesselin Hanchev
and Hristo Gane\', directed by Borisla\- Shara-
liev and co-directed by Rangel Vulchanov, pho-

tographed by Georgi Georgiev, with the cast fea-

turing the leading 'actors of the Sofia National

Theatre, Nikola Popov, Assen Milano\-, Nikolina
Lekova and Andrei Chaprazov. Something like

a mobilization proved necessary in order lo jiro-

duce the first Bulgarian film comed\ . The main

thing was to satisfy the wish of the audience.

Here I should like to quote the words of scenarist

Hristo Ganev:
'Cinema art should demand from rattier tlian

give to the audience. It should demand co-opera-
tion in the search for truth, it should require
trust, sympathy, and alertness. Only then will

art be able to lead the audience out of the familiar

well-trodden rut of its age-old emotions and
ideas into a new interesting world where the unu-

sual, though it does shock man's mind and spirit,

also provokes and activates it. When art gives,
it lags behind, and when it demands it leads.

Can socialist art give up thi.s noble mission, its

right to inquire, to look ahead, to discover new-

worlds? For art to give these up would be a total

renouncement.'
i think that this quotation e-\plain> with .suf-

ficient clarity why, in spite of the crowding
of so many interesting creative personalities
in the cast and production staff, Tuv Victories

was ne\er a hit in Bulgarian cinema art.

That period, howe\er, was lent importance b\

the art of another original creator: Dako Dakov-
ski. He devoted his talent to a subject unexplored
until then in contemporary Bulgaria — Bulgarian
country life. His filni.s following Under Th.



Yoke: Troubled Road (1955j, The Last Supper
of the Sedmaks (1957) and The Stoublen Lindens

(1960) deal with the fate of the Bulgarian peasant
and the changes in his psychology caused by
the new developments in Bulgaria, the construc-
tion of socialism and the pooling of land in co-

operative farms. What set Dakovski's films apart
from those of his contemporaries was his ability
to show on the screen the unique character of the

Bulgarian peasant with all his simplicity and
exuberant vitality. His achievements were per-

haps due to the subject-matter and also to the

fact that Dakovski had reverted to the very
springs of the national and the everlasting,
in his attempt to portray his times against the

historical and national background of our peo-

ple.The life of the Bulgarian peasant and his strong
and colourful character ha\e almost always re-

paid the efforts of artists who sought inspiration
there. No one could, however, deny Dakovski's
observations their genuine freshness. The artist's

untimely death in 1962 cut short his development
and perhaps deprived our cinema of the most
talented and devoted portrayer of the Bulgarian
village.

II. NEW T HEMES AND GENRES

L The Turninfy Point

It was the year 1957. In Poland the so-called

'Polish school' through precise vivisection and

painstaking examination of e\'ery happening,
individual psychology or biography, were making
a frank appraisal of the six years of German occu-

20



pation. Andrzej Wajda in Generation, The Chan-

nel, Ashes and Diamonds, with sad sympathy
proceeded to shatter the myths of unshakable

loyalty, unparalleled heroism, triumph in death.

In the Soviet cinema, Mikhail Kalatozov's The
Cranes Are Flying, was being created, telling
about how the war, beside bringing destruction

and death, and calling forth patriotism and cou-

rage, inflicted upon millions of people incurable

psychological traumas, upsetting their mental
and moral balance. In Czechoslovakia, Jifi Weiss
was to make Romeo, Juliet and the Dark, one of

the most poetic stories of the struggle between
love and death, and in Hungary Zoltan Fabri

in his Mr Hannibal, The Teacher told about the

tragedies of the innumerable little people, whom
the war monster smashed between its fiery jaws
before they were aware of it.

After the period when schematization and dog-
matism dominated, when the films of all socialist

cinematographies were marked by the thematic
and stylistic cliches of the personality cult, a

sort of 'rebirth' set in ever\where. It was mani-
fested by each country finding ITS OWN treat-

ment for its particular set of problems, and its

own ways of expressing them in accordance with
that particular country's artistic traditions. In

all socialist countries, a period of analysis and
re-evaluation of the cruel experiences of the w^ar

and occupation was under way. Bulgaria was
no exception.

Completed at the end of 1957, On the Little

Island appeared on the screen on May 5, 1958.

The production staff responsible for it: scenarist

Valeri Petrov, director Rangel Vulchanov, came-
ramen Dimo Kolarov, composer Simeon Pironkov,
art director Hristo Neikov. with Ivan Kondov,



A frame from i/ze film On Hie Liltle Island

Naiclio Pclruv

as Captain Stantv
in On the Little
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Konstantin Kotsev, Ivan Andonov in the mam
parts, worked together for the first time.

The desolate little island of St Anastasia in the

Black Sea is fenced with barbed wire and plank
walls. In the enclosure are wooden cabin:>. Par-

ticipants in the September 1923 Uprising are

exiled here. Dirty, ragged, unshaven men who
have no faith in each other. The first thing that

the film conveys is the stifling atmosphere of

terror and cruelty, of hostility and distruct. It

is no easv task to establish contacts and friendli-

From the film On the Little Island



ness between those men, or urge them to common
action.

The story tells how four of them: The Doctor,

an intellectual, Zheko, a carpenter, Costa Rica, a

fisherman, and a high-school boy, make efforts

to organize the escape of their comrades. They
are ingenious: man\- plans are made and they

all fail. The chief of the guard, Captain Stanev,

is stupid, nai\e and irrascible, and the lighthouse

keeper a cranky old alcoholic. These are the peo-

ple on the little island.

Valeri Petrov's scenario circles around a tid\ ,

logically built plot, closely woven together and

psychologically motixated. There are no loose

ends, no vagueness of situations, events, thought
or actions of characters. Scenarist and director

hand to the spectator the keys to reading all the

implications, work out for "him in detail their

whole conception and views on one of the most

important moments in the existence of the indi-

vidual.

Well then, what is new in this conception?
What are the elements that make On th3 Little

Island a turning point in the development of

the Bulgarian cinema?
The nroblem of heroism forms the basis of the

f ilm. What is an act of heroism, what sets it apart
from an ordinary, exeryday action and what

are the circumstances that prompt it?

Taken in the abstract, the escape from a con-

centration camp is considered an act of heroism.

Even the escape of an indixidual, to say nothing 24
of the organization of a collcctixe escape. The
film's heroes are exiled communists, whose forced

stay in the camp is not merely bad for them, but

harmful to the cause to which they have pledg-

ed themselves. Their awareness of this is the fac-



tor that binds the four heroes together. An escape
should 1)0 organized at all costs, it is a matter

of lifeand death. The actual planning seems easier

than persuading the rest of the prisoners. Indeed,
if I'.ostn Rica's original plan with the raft they
huilf had boon successful, the rest of the men
would not have left with tluMu. They were not yet

ready ideological !> and psychologically. To a

lesser degree this is true of the other two attempts:
of the Schoolbo\- and of Zheko. .And when finally,

left alone, the Doctor has nearly despaired, the

revolt just happens spontaneously. The prisoners

manage to escape. Then why were the deaths of

the four organizers necessary?
The new approach of Petro\' and Vulchano\

was that their characters were conceived not main-

ly as leaders and organizers, but first and fore-

most as individuals. Let us compare it with, say.

Septeinbrists (I look to Septembrisls for my paral-
lels because technically and as regards composi-
tion, it is a \ery satisfactory film and precisely
its comjiarison with On the Little Island will

make it possible to grasp the new approach to

world outlook, the new ideas and artistic concep-
tions that On the Little Island introduced into

the Bulgarian cinema). In Septembrists Stefan.

Vera and Kolaro\' differ from the others in that

they are leaders, and therefore the film's leading
characters. Petro\- and Vulchanov, however.
ha\e to explain to the audience wh\ exactly Costa

Rica. The Doctor, Zieko and the Schoolboy
became the leaders. Naturally, the decisive fac-

tor proves to be the indi\ idual features of each

one of them. For, instance, Costa Rica has a big
heart and a wide range of action. The former qual-

ity enables him to judge people fairly, without

prejudice, often charitabK'. and the latter kind-



ies his UFitinng imagination, activeness and per-
sonal courage.The principle underlying the build-

ing up of the four characters can be illustrated

by the popular saying to the effect that man'^
defects are the extension of his qualities. Costa

Rica's courage verges on rashness and a propen-
sity to take excessive risks, as well as a kind of

haughtiness. Therefore, the hero builds a raf
on his own and is discovered by the sentry. Costa

Rica is shot down point-blank in front of the

prisoners' eyes. The Schoolboy is an eager and
romantic fellow, extremely modest and trusting.
His modesty and shyness, however, verge on clum-
siness and incompetence, and his trustfulness

leads him to overestimating his^'own powers. He
ventures to swim over to the shore without being
a swimmer and that costs him his life.

Zheko is quick and resourceful, outspoken and

witty. Sometimes he is apt to distrust people
and to count too much on his own skill in dealing
with everv situation. He brilliantlv directs the

prisoners' performance and his own escape. He
takes no account, however, of the unexpected
course of events. One of the prisoners, an illite-

rate young Turk, suddenly starts singing, and

shooting at the targets, behind which Zheko
is hiding, begins ahead of time. So he is shot dead
before the prisoners' eyes.
The Doctor is intelligent, with a strong and

keen mind, considering all aspects of a situation,

carefully weighing all pros and cons. This

intellectuality plays a trick upon him: he fails 26
to sense the exact moment when the time for the

collective revolt has come. Yet the undertaking
succeeds, while the Doctor, trying to thank the

little girl with the goat, slips to his death from
a rock. This last death appears at first sight arti-
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licial, arbitrar\. unnecessary. But 1 think that

like ever\- real work ot art, On the Little hland
builds up its own artistic logic, springing from

the atmosphere of the work, from the authors'

method of expres.sion. from their own angle of

regarding the exents described: a logic that obeys
the laws of art.

1 ha\o finished \\\\ description of uich hero

with the .same sentence: 'dies before the prisoners'

eyes'. Rangel Vulchanov has shot a scene with a

•similar content several times, always with the

same purpose. The success of the revolt is not due

to mere chance. The protest in the hearts of men
has surged up witli each death. These deaths are

precise!)' the strongest method of persuasion. They
become key points as the idea of mutiny matures.

They do play their part, though the scenarist and
director do not declare or show it. They merely

<^uggest it. giving us the clues to arrive at the idea

independenth . On the Little Island, unlike all

our films preceding it, has this quality of the new

t\pe of cinema, which the critic Todor Andrei-

kov formulated as follows: 'The new cinema has

broad limits of style and genre, such isgeneralU
the modern cinema which bases its appeal to

the spectator primarily on a hint, rather than on

a statement of the obvious, on an implication
rather than on a declaration or. most generally,
on a suggestion ratlicr than on a too graphic

explanation of characters, ideas, conclusions, etc."

2. Theii Were Younu

On the Little Island inlroduceu into Bulgarian
cinen a an entirely new aesthetics and style that

conformed not only, and not primarily with the



quests of world cinema, but was mainly an ex-

pression of the psychology of Bulgarian social

life at the time. After 1956, more than a decade

after the war and the establishment of socialism

in Bulgaria, there came a moment of reconsidera-

tion, or rather of discovery of the true value and

significance of the past of the war and the guerrilla

struggle. The need tor this re-evaluation was
due not only to the new point of view — the

distance in time, but also to the increased confi-

dence of a people building its national indepen-
dent economy, having eliminated illiteracy and
reduced the high rate of mortality. All this could

not but bring into existence an objective, un-

biased appraisal of the past. There was a redisco-

very of the annals of guerrilla warfare — full

of sincerity, of deep faith and human sensitivi-

ty
— in the dramatic and lyrical poetry of Vesse-

lin Andreyev and Hristo Karpachev. First fic-

tion and then the drama launched an attack

on the canonized interpretation of the war period,
on the stereotyped representation of conflicts and

polarisation of characters. A number of works

appeared (among which Dimiter Dimov's novel

Tobacco loomed large), which represented with

passionate interest the complexity and numerous
nuances of the situation, without assuming the

role of infallible judges and nioralizers. The

cinema, one of whose most definite virtues is to

keep pace with current problems, did not lag

behind the general wave of progress. Several

films, very close to each other in subject, style 28
and artistic standard, marked a trend in the

Bulgarian cinema, which I shall venture to call

'the recenl past in the light of the present.'
It would not be superfluous at this point to

discuss the staff of the Bulgarian cinematography



and the individualities of the different fihn-

niakers.

The Bulgarian cinema inherited from the pre-
war period three directors: Anton Marinovich,
Boris Borozanov and Zahari Zhandov, and a

few cameramen. Marinovich and Zhandov are

still working for the cinematographx . The rest

of the staff are ycunger pecple, most of

them graduates of the film institutes in Moscow,
Prague, Warsaw and Budapest. Among them are

Hristo Ganev, Angel Wagenstein, Hristo Piskov,
Borislav Sharaliev, Vulo Radew Borislav Poun-
che\', Nikola Korabov,and Vladislav Ikoncmov.
Two directors — Range! Vulchanov and Binka

Zhelyazkova — have niajcred in theatre direc-

tion at the Dramatic Academy in Sofia.

This rejuvenation of the production staff of

the Bulgarian cinema doubtlessly left its imprint
on several of the films which marked the egin-

ning of the new stage in the development of the

Bulgarian cinematography.
The film Stars (scenarist Angel Wagenstein,

directcr Kcnrad Wolf, cameraman Werner Berg-
mann) occupies a very definite place among these

anti-fascist films. Not primarily because the

ideological and aesthetic \alues which the film

defends are valid Tar beyond the borders of Bul-

garia and of the socialist camp, but rather because
of the attack which the film launched against
schematic patterns of any description, and which

2g is significant for the scenarist's strict sense of

proportion and artistic insight. The film is a

co-production of DEFA and the Feature Film
Studio in Sofia. The director's and cameraman's
work is extremely precise, clear and well-sustain-

ed, building up the appropriate atmosphere for



a lyrical story with overtones of iieroism, but

what really made Stars an important event in

the Bulgarian cinema is the script.
If one of the everlasting themes of art — hero-

ism, is rid of the old cliches in On the Little Island,
Stars is built on the theme of the grandeur of the

TRAGIC. It treats the individual's personal tra-

gedy resulting from the tragedy of war.
The Nazi n. c. o. Walter is very reminiscent

of Hemingway's characters, whom the First

World War cast into the abyss of resignation,

despair and disillusionment, but the qualitatixely
new element in Wagenstein's work is his grasp
of more aspects of the individual's hopelessness.
Walter not so much hates war as he bodily opposes
it with the weapon of his human love for the Jew-
ish girl Ruth, whom he fails to save from the

Oswiecim concentration camp. But this failure,

absolutely regular in accordance with the artistic

and philosophic truth which was the scenarist's

chief end, does not aim directly at leading the

abstract humanist Walter to the position of an
overt struggle against fascism. It is not Walter
whom the makers of the film are trying to win

over, but the spectator. It was his active share

that they sought to enlist in shattering passive

utopianism and abstract love^of man. Walter is

quite helpless as an intellect and a socially con-

scious person. 'Swinging a chain round his fin-

ger, he wanders about the market of the small

Bulgarian town, a stranger to his own people,
with no understanding for the others,' wrote 30
Stefan Vassilev in his review of the film. But

just seen through the psychology of men like

Walter, the true monstrosity of fascism is laid

bare, not only as a homicidal system but as a

threat to all that is homo sapiens. It is to this
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sweeping philosophical generalization that the

film owes its tremendous success abroad. This

is what Louis Marcorelles wrote in francj Obsjrva-

teur of May 1959:

'The masterpiece of the Eastern cinema has

this time come to us, oh what surprise, from

Bulgaria and East Germany who joined their

efforts to produce one of the most lyrical testi-

monies of the blameworthiness of the German

people and of the doom of the Jewish race: Stars,

of Konrad Wolf. A convoy of deported Greek
Jews crosses Bulgaria. A German n. c. o., a good

boy, meaning no one any harm, discovers through
a love affair with a young Jewish girl the terrify-

ing reality of the war machine which he serves

without batting an eyelid.

'By its form, the film brings us back to the gol-
den age of a tradition which revolutionized the

world thirty years ago. But there is nothing

gratuitous in this. The German technical genius
and its externally displayed idealism finds its

most adequate expression in Wolf's work.

'The authors' denunciation cannot prexent
them from plunging us into the most Manichaean
(in the best sense) unixerse, where the doom hang-

ing over the Jewish race becomes to a certain de-

gree the doom of mankind.'

The fate of xoung Bulgarians during the Ger-
man occupation and their part in the Resistance
is the main subject of several films, which not

only mark, by \irtue of their artistic level, the 32
highest summits of Bulgarian film achievement

during the 1960-62 period, hut because of it,

continuing the tradition of Stars, pushed the de-

velopment of the Bulgarian cinema forward.
In compari.son with its earlier efforts it went fur-



ther in its penetration of the individual's psycho-
logy, and in showing it as a facet of the country's
social and political situation.

This is, to a large extent, due to the fact that

the makers of these films belonged to that same
generation and that the echoes of their own expe-
riences sounded in their work, each of them mak-
ing as it were a confession of his own youth.
First Lesson (1960) is the second production of

the team already familiar from On the Little

Island: script-writer Valeri Petrov, director

Rangel Vulchanov, cameraman Dimo Kolarov,

composer Simeon Pironkov. It is the story of the

love of a Romeo (Pesho) from the other side of

the tracks and a Juliet (Violetta) from the centre

of Sofia, rendered tragic by the appearance of

mounted gendarmes and the launching of police
raids in 1942, stifled by class prejudices and the

antagonism of society. It begins lightly, jokingly,
with a little white cloud, a kite and a song.

Gradually, however, faint dramatic notes, grow-
ing ever more distinct

,
run through the lyrical

poem of youth and love; Pesho and Violetta have
to battle ever more fiercely for their love and lose

it, in the clashes with the times and society. The
breathless search for a 'no man's land' is a fiction

which shatters in the shots and yawning doors
of the police trucks. Love remains unfulfilled.

The poem is drowned in tears, ending in a magni-
ficent final scene, perhaps unequalled for expres-
sive power in the Bulgarian cinema. Generally,
as regards its style, the skilful blending of theme,

plot, means of expression, symbolism and associa-

tions of the visual image, sound and music,
First Lesson is a proof of the maturing of the per-
sonal style and conception of film art of the team
which made its bow with On the Little Island.

Presentday Bulgarian Cinema



This matter will be more fully considered in the

next chapter.
On the other hand, First Lesson is an example

of national, earthy, in the best sense of the word,

clarity of theme, of the Bulgarian spirit which

strongly marks every character, every shot and

every line. This national colour defies descrip-

tion, it is in the very fabric of the film and marks
it with the stamp of uniqueness. And one can

only regret that in their next film — Sun and
Shadow — Petrov and Vulchanov in aspiring
to master new spheres of philosophic and intellec-

tual thinking on a universally human plane,

unexplored by the Bulgarian cinema before them,

gave up national originality and colour to a great
extent.

Poor Man's Street (1960), directed by Hris-

to Piskov, though cast against a different back-

ground, in a sense repeats the theme of First

Lesson. The love of the schoolgirl Katya and the

underground militant Peter is not troubled by
any inner perturbations. The inner complexity
and many-sidedness of Valeri Petrov's characters

are conspicuously absent here. But the range of

characters and types living in the poor suburban
street is rich and colourful. The story of these

people, crushed by poverty, longing deep down in

their souls for a better life, is told smoothly and

competently. The work makes no claim to be a

truly modern, poetic film like First Lesson,
for instance, but takes an honourable place among
the above-mentioned films with its absolute sin- 34
cerity and directness and with the scenarist's

and director's active involvement in the story.
It seems to me that precisely the authors'

involvement becomes the decisive quality which
determines the high standard of films like We
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Were Young (1961). The story of the young cons-

pirators taking part in an anti-fascist sabotage

group is so deeply felt by the authors (scriptwriter
Hristo Ganev and director Binka Zhelyazkova)
that involvement with them becomes a new

quality. The meaning of the story does not re-

main self-sufficient, it does not just say: this was
what these people were like, and they died in the

name of the future generations. The film polemi-
zes with the present to which it is adJressed.

It says, with great delicacy, with forceful and

pure conviction that youth has its value and

meaning when it is filled with the awareness of

something 'great' in the life of every young man.
For Dimo and Veska, the 'great' thing is the strug-

gc. W..at is it for us, the following generation,
hovvever? This is the question that the film of

Ganev and Z lelyazkova asks us. Even the death

of the two heroes is beautiful, filling us with

respect and faith. In this sense the film is a seri-

ous contribuiion to the current discussion of the

character and psycliology of modern youth in

world films. It is a strong and convincing contri-

bution because it is a work of talent by people
who were contemporaries and comrades of such

young people as the characters, Veska and
bimo.
The film's means of expression are powerful,

though an extremely sparing use is made of them.

Let us quote what the critic Yako Molhov wrote
on the subject:

'Stroke after stroke, hint after hint, action after 36
action, gesture after gesture, metaphor after me-

taphor, circumstance after circumstance — the

story proceeds evenly and calmly. But everything
is permeated by a dramatic undercurrent and
more is revealed than is written or announced.



Such is Hristo Ganev's style. His manner as a

dramatist seems miserly. He has no use for long

descriptions, lyrical digressions, pryings into the

psychology or the past or guesses at the future of

the heroes. The most important features of the

characters are shown while they are acting before

our eyes. And at the same time they tell us more
about themselves. They compel us to place our-

selves in their position, to share their experiences,
to appreciate the importance of what, for them,
is fate.

'The characters do not philosophize because

they have no time for it, but we spectators do,

because the young people's story, which scenarist

and director tell us so sparingly, prompts us to.

The philosophical implications are in the script.'

The film Wc Were Younff received interna-

tional recognition and a number of distinctions.

With Stars and Sun and Shadow:, it brought

Bulgaria the greatest number of international

awards, i. e. a gold medal at the Second Moscow
Film Festival (1961), and first prize at the First

International Festival in Colombia (Cartagena,

1964). The other two films have received the

following distinctions: Stars — the special prize
of the jury at the Cannes Festival (1959), a gold
medal at the Youth Festival in Vienna (1959),
first prize and an honorary diploma at the festi-

val in Edinburgh (1959), the prize The Gold

Copy of the Head of Palenque at the Festival of

Festivals in Acapulco (1960), first prize at the

37 Lille Festival (1960); Sun and Shadon' — a medal
for an experimental film and the prize of FIP-

RESSl at the Festival in Karlovy Vary (1962),
the prize of film magazines at the San Francisco

Festival (1962), 'The Parents' Prize' at the inter-

national film meeting in Cannes (1963). the



posthumous John F. Kennedy Award at the Se-

cond Peace Film Festival in Los Alamos.
We Were Young follows the trend which we

called 'the recent past in the light of the present.'

Captured Squadron is another example of the

same trend. The story begins with the capture of

the mem ers of an anti-fascist combat group
and ends with their execution. Nothing very event-
ful happens in Emil Manov's scenario. Even the

scene with the communists' appearance in court
is de\oid of details: it merely informs the audience
about the sentence. Yet the film has an impor-
tant psychological impact. Hristo, who has weak-
ened and confessed, gradually, with the active

help of the others, recovers, matures and meets
the death that inevitably awaits him proudly and

confidently like the rest of his comrades. In

actual fact director Doucho Moundrov does not

even try to create a group portrait, whose indi-

vidual components, powerful and profound per-

sonalities, might present to the spectator a mic-

roscopic view of an entire world. The authors

have consciously rejected this method as it has

repeatedly proved its fruitfulness in the cinema.
And with good reason. Captured Squadron is a

film about the power and grandeur of an idea —
the communist idea. The audience arrives at

this conclusion by witnessing the deep faith, con-

viction and devotion of the characters. Scenarist

and director base their effort on a very interesting
thesis. One of the unwritten laws of psychology in

art is to seek the element of HUMANITY and 38
the category HUMAN in the frailty of man. The

rejection of en idea, fear and meanness often

become the prings of a great tragedy, lending a

deeper ni' aning to a work of art. The authors of

C'Lt.ied :iq..cd on set out from it rather than



end with it. Hristo's strength fails him, he

cannot hold out any longer, and confesses in

police headquarters. From that moment on, he

grows into a real man. He goes through the agony
of losing faith in himself, of despairing, of self-

reproach, finally to achieve an inner balance, a

harmony between other people's attitude towards
him and his own self-confidence.

The method, documentary in style, rhythm
and atmosphere, which the film-makers have

chosen, further clarifies the theme. In this sense

Captured Squadron sets a standard in the Bulga-
rian cinema.

3. The Thriller

The first Bulgarian thriller film, 'The Traces

Remain, based on the novel by Pavel Vezhinov,
was shot six years after the official release of

the first Bulgarian UlmKalin The Eagle. Its enor-

mous success with the audience showed that a

highly necessary film genre had come into being.
The heroes were children and the discovery of

the criminal came as a reward for their persever-
ance and cleverness. For what was really fasci-

nating in the film was their game itself, rather

than the final result, whether negative or positive.
For all that The Traces Remain tried to follow-

in the footsteps of the best examples of the genre.
39 Of course, the enthusiasm of the audiences was

hardly justified by the film's artistic or technical

level. Here is what critic Nedelcho Milev wrote
about it in 1963:

'It would be naive to try and idealize the first

attempts in this genre. Tliey were all faltering,



handicapped by the fetters of a triviality which
we have yet to get rid of. Under such conditions

the socialist crime film could not appear over-

night — least of all in Bulgaria, where the se-

venth art was still in search of an identity in

every sense. The start was uncertain and very
far from attaining full artistic value.

'Primitivism painted the whole variety of

life in black and white alone. The characters were

sharply and clumsily divided into good and bad.

And the range of subject-matter of the crime films

from the moment of their appearance in Bulgaria
became limited between two alternatives: either

it was a clash between spies and militia, or the

disclosure of sabotage on a class basis. These

formed the frame for an extremely convenient

dramaturgical plan, to be explored ad infinitum

for the mass production of thrillers.

'But the truth about life could not be fitted

into the new, hastily manufactured patterns,

imposed upon the crime genre. They proved jus;
as inacceptable as the old ones.'

It seems to me that this statement gives an

idea of the difficulties and prejudices with which
the newly born genre had to grapple. Since the

expansion of the genre and thematic range of the

Bulgarian cinema was imposed not only from

without, i. e. by the need of the public for a ci-

nema of entertainment, but also from within —
as a result of the growth and increasing creative

stability of the young Bulgarian cinematography,
the creation of new genres had to be approached 40
in all seriousness with a thorough knowledge
of the rules of the genre.
As is known, every film genre has its rules.

We shall not list the rules of this particular genre

here, for essentially they are similar to those of



crime literature. Witii one exception which is

not unimportant: the theoreticians of crime lite-

rature maintain that the plot should be construc-

ted in such a manner as to enable every reader

to solve the mystery himself, if he ideally com-

pares and assesses the facts at his disposal.
The cinema, because of its specific features

(a rapid succession of episodes and impossibility
of turning back) precludes the above condition.

The spectator has no time to work out the mean-

ing of facts at the rate they are brought to his

knowledge. But in films a person SEES the

characters described and their faces and behaviour
will always suggest something to him. This leads

to the 'false scent' trick. It is almost the whole
basis of the film The End of the Road (script

Pavel Vezhinov, director Anton Marinovich,
cameraman Georgi Georgiev). The camera suc-

cessively brings to the fore the three characters

implicated in the laboratory experiments at a

research institute, until finally it reveals the

guilty one — the fourth.

The Polish scenarist and director Aleksander

Scibor-Rylski claims that it is impossible to in-

vent anything new in terms of plot. Everything
that might seem new has already appeared some-

where else. This is especially true of the crime
film. But within the framework of the set pat-

tern, the content may vary in meaning, structure

and effect. For example, in the second part of a

crime story there is usually a series of episodes
41 with pursuit, fighting, shooting, etc. In the

crime productions of the West this part is usually
of considerable length, done with great technical

skill and variety of effects. In the Bulgarian films

of this genre this element is practically absent.

The lack is compensated for, however, by an in-



crease of psychological interest (although how
successful this is is a different matter). Most

frequently the conflict between opponents takes

place on an intellectual plane, as, for instance,

in On the Eve of the J3th. The discovery of a

supplementary psychological factor often displa-
ces the normal centre of the story. Recently the

Bulgarian cinema has been making increasing
use of this method. It is the basis of the two
finest (in my opinion) examples of the genre:
The Gold Tooth (script by Kosta Spassov, direc-

tion by Anton Marinovich, camerawork by Emil

Rashev) and The Inspector and the Night (sce-

narist Bogomil Rainov, director Rangel Vulcha-

nov, and cameraman Dimo Kolarov).
In The Gold Tooth, if we had known from the

start that the main character, an honest officer

of the royal army, was a criminal by compulsion,
we should have followed the story about him out

of interest not because of WHAT is happening,
but WHY. We should have waited for the out-

burst of the pent-up grief, bitterness and morti-

fication of this strong man so cruelly tormented

by adverse circumstances. Here the complications
of the crime story remain of lesser importance.
And although it did not occur to the authors

(or perhaps they found it inacceptable) to com-
bine crime and the psychological genre in just
this way (it is actually a fairly frequent combina-

tion), The Gold Tooth remains an original work,

revealing unexplored possibilities for the devel-

opment of the genre in Bulgaria. 42
Bogomil Rainov has adopted essentially the

same approach in his script for The Inspector
and the Night . Rainov decided to focus the narra-

tive on the personality of the detective. But it

is not just the mechanical centre holding together
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the threads of the plot. The inspector is our con-

temporary, and the author wants to tell us about

him, about his daily life, his work and his prob-
lems. Through his eyes we see how he goes about

his work which lends meaning to his life. Once

a^ain the crime story is subordinated to the psy-

chological element. Its development is revealed

to the spectator and to the inspector simultaneous-

ly; the spectator is enabled to solve the mystery
alone. This somewhat unusual point of view,
the method of the author lends the film the fla-

vour of something on a higher plane, I would say
more intellectual than our customary idea of a

thriller. The inspector, a man of keen wits and
rich intellect, emotionality and imagination, pre-
sents to us his adventures, if I may call them

that, from a subjective point of view. Even the

crime interest proves false in the end. The sup-

posed murder proves to have been a suicide.

But what comes to light while clues to the crime

are sought is even more interesting. A group of

people with their lives all tangled up, people

looking for a way out, for an ideal. It is the in-

spector's tragedy that for them he is the embodi-
ment of the ideal. It is no chance, even from the

point of view of the story, that he becomes a

father confessor to all of them.
Here director Vulchanov's choice of the actor

was important. He cast as the Inspector the co-

median G -orgi Kaloyanchev, a genre character

actor in all his earlier parts. In this role, Kaloyan-
chev demonstrated the intellectuality of char- 44
acter that was required, while with his innate

directness and simplicity he gave warmth to

Bogomil Rainov's hero, somewhat too prone to

speculation. The Inspector and the Night contains

other such features, with a claim to being dis-
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coveries in the genre, features that make it one
of the few significant films of the Bulgarian ci-

nema of entertainment.
The film The Man in the Shade (1967) is no

doubt the most successful example of the genre as

regards the construction of the plot, the achieve-
ment of a specific rhythm, the wide scope of

action in time and space and the departure from
the exclusively speculative and psychological
level of the denouement. However, the authors
have been unable to try for something new,
unused so far. They were carried away by the

technical possibilities of the genre and their suc-

cess is mainly in this direction. But I think that

The Man in the Shade was in this sense a very
necessary film. Only after it had successfully
tackled the crime film, could the Bulgarian
cinematography go on to develop an interesting
and so far unexplored genre

— the crime science-

fiction film. One of the reasons for this omission
is the poor representation of the genre in Bulgarian
literature, where most of the examples achieve

nothing more than a kind of satire of familiar

mores. The form of science-fiction becomes an

allegorical way of writing about existing things,
rather than a genre in its own right. Naturally
the very sp irit of the time gives rise to an increas-

ed interest in this genre, and not in literature

alone. This fact is a proof that the technical and
formal improvement of the crime film will be a

condition (though not by any means the only
one) for the appearance of the Bulgarian science- 46
fiction film.



4. Coimdy in the Bu/fyan'an Cinema

There is another aspect of the cinema of enter-

tainment that we have to consider — the film

comedy. It appeared as late as 1956, with the

film Tui'O Victories (script Vesselin Hanchev,
Angel Wagenstein and Hristo Ganev, director

Borislav Sharaliev). Of course, this is not to say
that the comic element was absent from earlier

films, that it did not exist in the very fabric of

the films of other genres. But Two Victories was
the first comedy par excell:nce. It was conceived
and constructed with all the rules of the genre

faithfully observed, and was shot with the suit-

able 'character' actors. After it, however, the

Bulgarian cinema produced very few 'pure'
comedies.

If we consider a series of film comedies of

world fame, we shall notice two things: first,

they all contain in their conception the element
of derision, condemnation, even REJECTION
of something or someone; and second, individual

artists tend to specialize in the genre. Not every
film-maker can produce a comedy. And if we look

at the names of the three scenarists of the first

Bulgarian comedy, we are struck by a paradox
—

in their other works two of them (Ganev and

Wagenstein) show no affinity to comedy, satire,

or parody. Was it strange then that Two Victories

failed to become the 'first swallow' of good Bul-

garian film comedy? \'et it posed a number of

47 theoretical problems mainly concerned with defin-

ing the limits of the genre.
It also posed the problem of what is decisive

in defining the comedy genre
— the content or

the form and style (also considering the. way of

looking at things, the approach adopted).



have always tended to think that the form or style
is the decisive factor. For a tragedy or drama could

be built on the prejudices of a social group,
on careerism, on an inferiority complex, or

envy, but so could a comedy and a satire. It

seems to me that the Bulgarian makers of film

comedies tend to underestimate the importance
of this fact. In most cases they seem to think that

it is enough to have a humorous plot, and the

rest will come of itself. An example of this view
are the films Favourite No 13, Master of All

Trades, and The Ancient Coin.

... A football team is in search of a star.

They decide to engage the centre-forward of a

provincial team, who is a good and honest young
man, reluctant to sell his sportsman's honour
for money. His twin brother, a lover of adventure
and easy fame, decides to profit from the situa-

tion. The physical resemblance of the twins be-

comes the source of a series of misunderstandings,
which keep the story of the film going.

... A young university graduate refuses to

take up his post in the provinces and prefers to

remain in the capital, at whatever cost. He tries

a number of professions, during which he has

occasion to meet various character: bureaucrats,

swindlers, good-for-nothings, etc.

... A historian from Berlin, an enthusiastic

numismatist, pursues a Bulgarian girl, because
he is interested in the old coin she wears, and

only later, in herself. On his way, distracted by
the pursuit, he fails to get the required immunity 48
shots at the frontier, thus breaking the Bulgarian
medical regulations. Two medical officers, incre-

dibly stupid and clumsy, are therefore at his

heels. . .

The plots of the three films, thus sketchily



oLillined, give an idea of the insistence of Bulga-
rian makers of comic films on the compulsory
comic plot. Concentrating on the humorous side

they lose interest in a more thorough treatment
of problems incidental to their material and in

more subtle character drawing. And these are

precisely the things that would have lent an ori-

ginal, individual, local sense to the commonly
accepted structural schemes, plots and gags.

From the film Favourite No 13



For example, An Incredible Story (scripted by
Radoi Ralin and directed by Vladimir Yanchev)
explored these possibilities and has been quite
successful. This is mainly due to the script itself,

written by the leading Bulgarian satirist and

poet.
The originally and vividly composed scenario

has provided the director with the material for

a very compact film story, in which the dynamism
of the verbal witticism and the gag is well balan-

ced by a lyrical digression. For the first time in

Bulgarian film comedy the authors have tried

for the widely used method of ECCENTRICITY
of situation, eccentricity of portrayal. There is

complete correspondence between the authors'

conception and the actors' interpretation. The
cast of the film includes a team of outstanding

Bulgarian actors, well known for their perform-
ance in theatre comedy primarily, but also in

film comedy.
A review of the films that are officially consi-

dered 'comedies' will no doubt give a far from

complete picture of the treatment of the comic
in the Bulgarian cinema. For the reasons I out-

lined above, an analysis of the comic element in

'non-comic' films would perhaps provide a more

complete picture and a more solid basis for spe-
culation. This is what the critic Bozhidar Mihai-

lov had to say in this connection:

'It was actually the comic elements in Bulga-
rian non -comedy films that marked the most

outstanding successes of our cinema in the sphere 50
of comedy. The paradox is only apparent and can

be easily accounted for. f\ni^hl ujithont Armour,
The Inspector and the Night, The Blond Man
and the Turtle-Dove, The Longest Night (or if

we go farther back in the history of the Bulgarian



The scene with the letters from An Incredible Story
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cinema we might add The Last Supper of the

Scdmaks and // Happened in the Street) have

precisely tliose qualities that are lacking in most

of our 'pure' film comedies: rich and complex
characters, a dramatu^gy of more profound con-

flicts, more significant problems. It is true that

the comic in these films is just a supplementary
element, but it enriches characters that are alrea-

dy full and living. Here the success of the whole

becomss a success of the elements of which it

is composed.'
Humour in these films appears in the wake of

a MULTIPLICITY OF MEANING Humour is

the reverse side of drama and tragedy. In the



films mentioned above, as well as in many others,

the authors have succeeded in grasping the com-

plex interrelation between the serious and the co-

mic, and their interpenetration in all its nuances.

This trend is especially strong in Valeri Petrov's

scenarios. In them comedy is inseparable from

drama, and has a wide range: from the slight

gentle smile of sympathy, through irony and

mockery, to cutting parody-But the limits between
them are barely noticeable. I shall cite one of

the most expressive, though laconic, episodes
of On the Little Island: a sea-gull soils Captain
Stanev's hat while he is delivering a most pathe-
tic speech. He takes out his pistol and shoots it

dead. The comic situation suddenly develops
into one of the most profoundly tragic symbols
of the film (a little later Captain Stanev shoots

Costa Rica, wishing to show off his sense of

humour).
In Valeri Petrov's scripts what is pleasant and

agreeable is always funny. Pesho and Violetta in

First Lesson are all the time balanced on the edge
of comedy. But it is a kindly, good-natured laugh-
ter the author reserves for them; it has sharper
notes in his treatment of the 'boss' Stamov,

Vanyo's father in Knight without Armour, a

pedantic bureaucrat full of his own importance,
who sets a high store by his authority and public

opinion of himself.

In Bogomil Raino's The Inspector and the

Night, the whole outlook of the Inspector is based

on a slightly ironic attitude to everything around
him.

Why not, after al", people are a little funny in

their everyday life! What is more, the Inspector
does not spare himself. He, too, is involved in

this constant play of smal vanities, in which

52



exeryoiie occasion^illy tries to seem different

from what he actually is. The youngest artists

active in the Bulgarian cinema show a particular

affinity towards such a viewpoint, towards a

rather remote attitude to their characters. And
there is more to it than just the mentality of

the period and a sensibility typical of their gene-
ration. Modern cinema has no use for any differen-

tiation of genres. I think that this is the expres-
sion of a particular type of realism — let us face

things as they are, and recreate them in all their

complexity, without the pedantic preliminary
selection which often deprives the material of

its flesh and blood, and restricts creative inven-

tion within the narrow limits of a preconceived
thesis.

III. ARTISTS AND STYLE

/ . The Search for Style

So far it is the thematic and philosophical
features of the Bulgarian cinema during the
1957-62 period that liave mainly been discussed.
The aspects in which the subject of the recent
anti-fascist past appeared on the screen have
been considered. But it seems to me that without
the new forms of cinematic expression, absent in

33 the earlier Bulgarian films, and the new stylis-
tic features which were introduced with On the

Little Island, it would be impossible to speak
of a transition to a qualitatively new stage. Let
us start from the first step in "the making of a

film; writing the scenario.



A most cursory" "lance through 'a Bulgarian
scenario leaves the impression that it is construct-

ed like a work of fiction. It is a tradition which

historically goes back to the Bulgarian novel.

The narrative proceeds smoothly, it is well mo-

tivated, with strong logical links and inter-rela-

tions. The characters are gradua ly formed and

develop as new and new features enrich them. Even
if they differ in the number of events occuring
in the story, this kind of scenarios are made up
of self-contained episodes following each other

like the links of a chain. The writers set most

store by the word: its colour, its nuances, its

sound and tendency to occur in collocation with

other words. Therefore, these scenarios (for

First Lesson, Stars, Two under the Sky, We Were

Young) make very interesting reading. This tra-

dition of the so-called fiction scenario is so strong
in the Bulgarian cinema that even Valeri Petrov,

a leading poet with an established original style,

saw fit to adapt his method to it. He wrote for

the cinema in the same way as his colleagues,

though placing a strong emphasis on more poetic

elements, such as metaphors, similes and rhythm.
This style of scriptwriting has its good quali-

ties and its defects. If the director has a suffi-

ciently keen feeling about his conception of the

future film, the narrative scenario offers him

great possibilities to discover the most precise

detail necessary for the creation of a certain

scene An example that comes to mind is a scene

from First Lesson: the death of the hunchback 54

University lecturer. The bullet overtakes him at

the corner kioskwe are familiar with, where he

slumps down in a heap. And here the scriptwriter's

suggestion is for the camera to tilt downwards,

catching some inscriptions and posters, until



The death of the University Lecturer,
from the film First Lesson



the stratled spectator unexpectedly discovers the

dead man. The text in the script for what is to

be read on the kiosk wall runs as follows:

'Rain or shine — for every dye
Indantren is your best buy.'

I. G. Farbenindustrie

'The Children of Sodom, a family drama full

of erotic emotions and wild passions. Pachev
Cinema.

'A lecture of the eminent German philosopher,
Professor Wolfgang Kundermann, on "Kant
and His Moral Imperative".

'Signal
— exact and interesting information

from all fronts on the victorious war waged oy
The Axis.

'The physical strength of a Bulgarian. Demon-
strations by Peter Fjreshtanov in the Royal
Cinema.'
The camera has reached the bottom of the

kiosk. Down there, below the tasteless posters,
lies the hunchback. Death seems to have made
him even smaller physically and greater spiritual-

ly. His broken spectacles are fallen on the ground.
His hand still clutches the pistol, looking so in-

congruous next to his puny figure. A human life

is cut short. What has made him fight when even
the victory of his ideal could not have brought
him personal happiness? And soon. The director is

aware that counterpoint is sought through a con-

crete visual image. From the many alternatives of-

fered by the scriptwriter, he chooses only the last 56
one: the physical strength of the wrestler Peter

Fereshtanov, supplementing the inscription with
a picture, to make the counterpoint clear even

though one does not read the text.

In the case of films like Captured Squadron the



chronological description of events in the script

merely provides the framework around which

the director builds up the visual fabric of the

film.

Consequently, when the director is both CLEAR
about the author's conceptions and shares them,

this type of scenario proves extremely effective.

This fact seems to justify similar efforts, for to

this day scenarios are written in this way and

the several attempts to create something in the

'stream of consciousness' style, to fight clear of

spatial and temporal relations (as, for instance,

A Chronicle of Sentiments and A Taste of A Imonds)

have not been very successful. As I see it, the

reason is the existing link with Bulgarian prose
which is still committed to a well-conctructed

plot related in .hronological order. Several re-

cent efforts to depart from this practice
— the

long stories of Milcho Radev and Georgi Mar-

kov — have been made under the influence of

scriptwriting abroad rather than in Bulgaria.
The defects of the narrative scenario are an

extension of its positive qualities. As it is logical

to suppose, this kind of scenario leaves much
less creative freedom to the director than the one

with the dialogues merely sketched and sites of

action tentatively marked, but completely lack-

ing description. In the Bulgarian cinema, how-

ever, films that have proved a success were usually

scripted with a definite director in mind
and with his collaboration. Thus Wagenstein

57 teamed with Wolf in Stars, and with Sharaliev

in TiLV Under the Sky, Petrov with Vulchanov in

First Lesson, On the Little Island, and Sun and

ShadoLi\ Ganev with Zhelyazkova in We Were

Young. The latest successful film The Sidetrack

shows that we are hardly about to witness any



radical changes in the style of Bulgarian script-

writing, for the scenario of the well-known poet-

ess Blaga Dimitrova in no way differs, structu-

rally or stylistically, from the works of her col-

leagues, whom we called the creators of the nar-

rative scenario.

The situation in scriptwriting being what it

is, there is no alternative but to suggest that

the new elements in style resulted from new
methods of direction. And while Bulgarian li-

terary tradition exists and scriptwriting is its

offshoot, there is hardly any question of conti-

nuity in film directing. The new trends in direct-

ing appeared either under the influence of ana-

logous changes abroad, or under the powerful

impact of general, social and psychological fac-

tors, common to all Europe, active in shaping
the indixidual's outlook and his attitude to

life.

On the Little Island in 1957 was 'the first swal-

low' in the eager search for a modern and at the

same time nationally distinctive film style.

Chronologically, On the Little Island could not

have been directly inspired by similar films ab-

road, because it was too early for the French

'ntw wave', and the 'Polish school' was still

working on one of its first masterpieces: Ashes

and Diamonds, when Valeri Petrov's script was
finished.

The relation between the Bulgarian cinema

and Italian neo-realism is a more complicated
matter. We can hardly discover any direct in-

fluence from the atmosphere and poetic spirit

of the neo-realists, but there does exist a deep in-

ternal connection, consisting in the need for the

REAL portrayal of the war. One can feel it in

the very structure of the film On the Little Is-
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land, where tenderness and severity blend in

the building up of the details of characters and

situations, where the obligatory linguistic cha-

racterization of the characters is so strongly
marked and, most important of all — in the strict

chronological order of the narrative. Beside his

success with the actors and the construction of

episodes, Vulchanov, perhaps for the first time

in the Bulgarian cinema, hit on the dialectical

link between sound and visual image. According
to the script, the film begins in the present

— a

group of tourists goes on a boat trip to the St

Anastasia Island. But this action is represented

only through a sound counterpoint to the vi-

sual images. We hear the conversations, the

sound of the boat's siren and the footsteps. When
they land, for several moments the camera sees

the island as the visitors do. Later it becomes
detached and begins to follow the development
of the actual plol.

The music of composer Simeon Pironkov is

excellent. He also worked with Petrov and
Vulchanov on their next films, experimenting
a lot to get the required specific quality of

film music. His score provides a running com-

mentary to events happening on the screen.

It consists of one or two phrases, varied so

as to achieve dramatic value.

In the films which followed: First Lesson and
Sun and Shado'<ji', the music supplies metaphori-
cal accents. This development again goes hand

59 in hand with the evolution of the authors' film

style.
In On the Little Island, Petrov and Vulchanov

had not yet mastered the powerful medium of

the film metaphor. They still sought their ef-

fects in the drama. In the scene of Costa Rica's



execution, Vulchanov makes use of an effect

which claims to be a discox'ery not merely on

Bulgarian but on an international scale — the

slow fading of the frame until it becomes a fac-

simile with the idea of perpetuation. This sort

of flash ideas are to be met with in Vulchanov's

later work as well. But they became a part of an

overall conception rather than the result of a

spontaneous whim.
As time goes on, Petrov and Vulchanov go

further in their attempt to forge a conception
of poetic metaphoric cinema. This style is

already observable in its embryonic stage in

On the Little Island. The shooting of the sea-

gull by Captain Stanev, or the floating corks

which the Schoolboy ties around himself when
he plunges into the water, become SIGN SYM-
BOLS, many more of which are to be seen later

in First Lesson and Sun and Shadow.
First Lesson begins with just such a symbol —

the puffy white cloud which symbolizes the love

of Pesho and Violetta, and which appears every
time the scenarist and director wish to empha-
size the growing strength of their feeling The
scene with the lecturer's death, already described,

is composed in the same symbolic manner. In

First Lesson the sound track supplements the

metaphorical images, lending them emotional

colouring. For example, the chief musical motif

always accompanies the white cloud, developing
in the final scene into a symphonic etude expres-

sing a storm of violent feelings. But the question 60
of Vulchanov's final scenes will be treated sepa-

rately.
A basic stylistic problem facing the makers of

First Lesson was the finding of the genre. I be-

lieve that Valeri Petrov opted for tragi-comedy.



We are familiar with Valeri Pctrov\s approach
to tragi -comedy from his poetry. Gentle drama-
tism and warmth, and kindly irony colour every
line. No wonder that these found their way into

his film writing. Here is a case in point. Violetta,

bitten by a dog and submitting to a scries of anti-

tetanus injections, Pesho putting on a dark suit

and tie to go to his girl-friend's birthday party,
thus becoming a new person, neither the fami-

liar Pesho nor a dressed up stranger
— this is

the kind of irony we associate with Valeri Petrov,

emphas zed by the seemingly accidentally track-

ing camera, American plan, of Dimo Kolarov.

In First Lesson Range! Vulchanov solved for

himself some problems of the composition of

the individual frame. The content and character

of a shot is determined by the details in it, by
its visual value, by the precise selection of ca-

mera angle. We should emphasize that Binka

Zhelyazkova in We Were Young achieved a great

deal along this liie. Her frame is flawlessly

composed and cleared from some of the super-
fluous details which Vulchanov is passiona-

tely fond of. Montage within the frame reaches

perfection here, and later examples of similar

success came from VuloRadev's Tsar and Gener-

al and The Peach Thief and Borislav Sharaliev's

Knight without Armour.
In this respect the most successful scene in the

film We Were Young is Veska's death: a prison
cell taken from the upper right-hand corner, a

61 little lamp, suspended from the ceiling, swings

slightly, now lighting up and now darkening the

girl's face as she crouches in the corner facing
the camera diagonally. Veska's face is stony and

lifeless, only her hand mechanically reaches for

the tiny packet of poison sewn into her collar



and carries it to iier mouth. The frame lasts

about one minute, the lamp swings rhythmically,
while the camera pans barely noticeably around

the walls on which the last words of many pri-

soners condemned to death have been scribbled.

When one sees Vulo Radev's films one feels

a compelling need to draw a comparison. But

the parallel is not neo-realism, nor the French

poetic realism, nor Kalatozov's nor Reisman's

style. Vulo Radev's style cannot be accounted

for by resorting to other film-makers' expressive

media, nor is it an eclectic mixture of elements

of the styles enumerated. One should actually
use a literary term: epos. The frame, the montage,
the narrative of Vulo Radev are epic. The expo-
sition is clearly outlined, further development
invariably leads to conflict, climax and denoue-

ment. The characters are solidly constructed.

Some of the episodes have a striking power of

suggestion. For instance, the PT drill of the

young conscripts conducted by the Colonel in

The Peach Thief. The officer with an unbeliev-

able zest and classic precision executes a series

of compulsory attitudes thus laying bare to the

audience his whole character: a desperate, un-

thinking faith in what has been taugtit to him:

duty, courage, endurance, and a savage insistence

on preserving his dignity as an officer of the

royal army in a situation which daily prompts
him to do the opposite. In a single scene Radev
draws the whole character of the officer.

In Knight Without Armour Borislav Sharaliev 62

attempts to combine the documentary character

of the hidden camera with the poetry of Valeri

Petrov. The film has no claim to be authentic

cinema-verite, although it constantly tends in

that direction.



Veska's death from
U> Were Young
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It becomes clear that in their purely stylistic

quests, Bulgarian filni-niakcrs follow the \arious

styles of the modern world cinema, though ele-

ments of individual treatment and a sense of the

national are always present. Which is a guaran-
tee that Bulgaria has made her contribution to

the rich variety of stylistic and genre trends of

the modern world cinema.

Naturally, in the desire to make modern films

at any cost, some pure imitations have been pro-
duced. Something extremely important is easy
to forget: the style of an artist is formed in a

fusion with the subject he treats. First of all,

one speaks of the subject-matter of Antonioni,
the philosophical programme of Bergman, and

only then of the film style of Antonioni or Berg-
man. Godard tries to represent on the film script
the psychology and thinking of his contempora-
ries, and therefore arrives at the method of col-

lage of all sorts. But if a young Bulgarian direc-

tor choses a hero like Belmondo or Mastroiani, a

lighting like Antonioni 's or a final scene like

Felini's, not only is this no innovation in a par-
ticular cinematography, but it also speaks far

from well of the artist himself.

In the stylistic development of the Bulgarian
cinema, Sun and Shadow appears a unique case.

It is the third film made by the team Petrov,

Vulchanov, Kolarov. This film received consid-

erable international recognition and most of

the critics who reviewed it more or less correctly
understood the intentions of the authors. I should

like to quote an e.xcerpt from the review of the

Argentine newsparer El Mundo:
'Light and purity prec'oninate in this film;

there is a search, perhaps too insistent, on the

part of the director Vulchanov and of the camera-



mail, lor Hit- plastic iiiuiiiciil iii the lianiioiiy
of tlie image, and it is sometimes brought to the

point of virtuosity. The dialogue is permeated
by the same sensitivity and the spontaneous love

between the two young people gains the quality
of a poem.'

In this case scriptwriter, director and camera-
man joined their efforts to make a 'film in re-

verse' — not to develop a theme from concrete

images, situations, plot and mise-en-scene, but

through concrete images, situations and mise-

en-scene to impose a previously chosen thesis.

In that sense they want, on the one hand, to

prove an entireh' new function of the cinema —
directly to illustrate a given abstract idea or

ideas (let us recall that Eisenstein's dream was
to film Das Kapital), and on the other, to carry
to the extreme their exploration into the sphere
of the object-symbol, the image-metaphor, the

conventional language of the cinema. For, in

order successfully to illustrate an a priori thesis,

every image, every line and every frame should
be symbols and materializations of notions, of

a particular link of the author's idea as a whole.
In that respect the authors demonstrate an ex-

temely fruitful imagination: from the concrete

symbol of life: a ticking wrist -watch; through the

characters, personifying the two sides in the dis-

pute; through the dialogues, key points in the

development of the thesis; to the situations,

enlarged metaphors like the dance under water,
65 expressing everlasting beauty and love, or the

vision of the country destroyed by atomic war.

The climax is the conflict between these two epi-
sodes (it is no chance that they expressly follow

each other), out of which the main thesis should

crystallize directU'. In their quests the authors

5 Presentday Bu Igarian Cinema



From the fi.in Sun and Shodoti

rely heaxily on two things: maxiniuiii expre^iive-
ness and variability of camera position and
the rich possibilities of sound. Again we have
reason to admire the virtuosity of cameraman
Dimo Kolarox' and composer Simeon Pironkov.
The extraordinary complexity of the task has

posed great difficulties before the authors and

they have failed to cope with some of them.
These are not of a technical but rather of a sty-
listic character. Having undertaken to expound
a philosophy and draw a moral from it on the

screen, they seem to have feared entirely to sac-

rifice plot, story, down-to-earth details, con-

crete motives for conversations and_^actions.

66



Occasionally, this iiiipiiigts on the whole:.ess of

their conception. An example of this, the most

telling in my opinion, is the final scene — the

improvised students' pageant which as a phi-

losophical symbol is supposed to represent the

richness of life's undying sources. But this sort

of metaphor appears too elementary, especial-

ly in comparison with the two immediately pre-

ceding scenes — the underwater dance and the

vision of aicmic war, and nothing can justify

A scene from Ww vision of thi'

atomic war in Sun cr.d Shcc'cu.'



its being placed at the end as a concluding episode.
A particular place in ttie stylistic waverings

of Bulgarian film-makers belongs to Pavel Vezhi-
nov's two latest scenarios: Restless Home and
A Taste of Almonds. In them the writer, using
two of his short stories, which as a whole carry
a distinct atmosphere, and from a general phi-

losophic point of view, reflecting a variety of

contemporary phenomena, tries to create a type
of film prose, in which inferences should not

follow logically from the chronology of the facts

analyzed, nor should they be directly represented

through simpler or more involved metaphors.
In his work the thesis has to be born through the

parabolic comparison and clash, on the mental

plane, of several plots. Further on the scriptwriter

expects from the director a cinematic realization

of this clash. Both films mentioned above only

partially solve the task set by the scenario. In

the first case, I think, because director Yakimov
has not fully adopted the stylistic conception of

the writer and follow^s the plot too faithfully,
and in the second, the director has not entirely
found his conception for the recreation of the

script, accepting it as ready for the screen, with-

out trying to clarify, enrich and give substance

to its potential, occasionally unexplored possi-

bilities.

In the next few years, probably because of the

sharp increase of the number of films produced

by the Bulgarian cinema, the problem of enlarg-

ing its sphere of genres and themes, and of even- 68

ing out the professional level of film-makers

was to be tackled. This seemed to limit the scope
of experimenting in style and idiom; individual

works did stand out but the mass urge for greater



originality was absent. Today it is clear that

without the attainment of that generalK' high

professional level of Bulgarian cinematograph\ .

it would be impossible to have a film like The

Sidetrack, which received a gold medal and the

FIPRESSI i)rize in Moscow in 1967, nor cou'd

we have had a series of young artists' first films

which carry a great deal of enthusiasm, have in

most cases experimental \alue, and give hope.
The Sidetrack appeared at a time when the

tendency 1 would describe as 'sociological' do-

minated the world. Sociological problems on a

national scale have become the concern of Godard
and Resnais in France, of Rosi, Olmi and Bel-

locchio in Italy, the young Swedes, the \oung
Czechs, and particularly of the Brazilian 'new

wave'. In that sense The Sidetrack is not only a

sociological film, a film about a generation which
took an active part in our life immediately after

the war, and today strikes a balance of its

past performance and place in Bulgaria of

1967, whose economic, social, cultural and daily

problems are entirely different from those of

20 years ago. The makers of The Sidetrack: the

poetess Blaga Dimitrova, who wrote the script,

and directors Grisha Ostrovski and Todor Stoya-
nov, have tried to encompass this complex of

problems through a PSYCHOLOGICAL approach,
through an analysis of the two leading charac-

ters Boyan and Neda, through the history of

their relationship in the context of their environ-

69 ment. The authors have succeeded in finding
an exceptionally appropriate, slow rhythm of

narration, which is realized only through the

image and cutting. Even the dialogues serve as

a means of achieving the psychological charac-

terization of the heroes. The poetic element is



achieved not through symbols but through the

very treatment of the fihn narrative. The step-

ping into a sphere rarely touched by Bulgarian
cinema — psychology

— in The Sidetrack is a

\ ery heartening fact. The film style is an im-

portant contribution: it is characterized by well

thought-out and thoroughly mastered means
of expression which, while individually they do
not claim originality of discovery, when taken

together demonstrate something extremely pre-
cious for the Bulgarian cinematography — crea-

tive matiirilw

2. The Problem of the Creative Personality

Only 16 years have elapsed since the showing
of Alarm, which is officialh considered the first

production of the state-run Bulgarian cinema-

tography. A period completely sufficient for a

cinematography with traditions to find its new
liearings. This, howexer, was not the case of the

Bulgarian cinematography, which in 1948 started

l)racticall\ from scratch as regards pre-war his-

tory, established masters, or technical base. Those
who had .some earlier experience of film-making,
iiaturalh' made their contribution and produced
the first works of the \oung cinematography.
Many of them were later replaced by young cad-

res, the graduates of the Moscow Institute of

Film Art, the Czech Cinema Institute and the 70
Lodz h^ilm School. In this sense it is hardly jus-
tifiable to speak of any continuity, of any na-

tional creative school for the young. Still, one

director, Zahari Zhandov, who directed Alarm,
has to this day preserved his creative elan and



continues to make films, gi\in(J due considera-

tion to the contemnorarv lev^l of the Bulgarian
as well as world cinema. Af^er Alnmi, a film

which was discus'^ed in detail in Chanter 1 of

this book. Zhandov niade Sf'ntcmhri\/<;, the most
important Rulf^arian film prior to 19^7. No doubt
Spnfptnhrists was not free from the defects of ar-

tificiality and schematization that pla<^ued other

filiTis of that Period, vet in its claim for serious

professionalism it b'^f^ame a milestone in the

Bulgarian cinema. Zhandov has an infallible

sense of cinematic form, for constructinff a film

narrative, for composition and balancing of

individual episodes, for a purplv film staffing
of larc^e mass scenes. The battle scenes in Sep-
temhrisf'i. considering the primitive equipment
of the Bulf^arian cinema in those davs and the

srant\' knowledge in the field are indeed amazing.
The main credit for these goes to the director,

yet it would be wrong to overlook the scenario,
which from the point of view of the main require-
ments of contemporary scrintwriting is the first

professionally written Bulgarian scenario. The
author was a 28-vear-old Bu'gari;^n vouth, a

graduate of the dramaturgv department of the

Moscow Institute of Film Art, whose name has
been closely associated with the Bulc^arian ci-

nema to this dav. Scriptwriter Angel Wagenstein
was the co-author of the scenario of Alarm, since

the main scriptwriter, Orlin Vassilev, was the
author of the plav on which the film was based

7/ and the contribution of a professional film writer
was ppcessarv to adapt it for the screen. In this

way Wafenstein linked his name with the Bul-

garian cinema, and he has staved with it. He is

an extremely prolific writer, who is equally at

home with subjects taken from the Second World



War (Stars) or Bulgarian contemporary life

(Adam's Rib, Two Under the Sky, The Law of
the Sea), the animated film (The Snow Man, A
Bunch of Stars), the crime film (The Chronicle

of a Murder). It would be natural to suppose,
even without knowing Wagenstein's work, that

his style has elements of universality and a tho-

rough knowledge of the specific features of the

scenario as a literary genre. It is true that Wa-
genstein's scenarios are somewhat literary in

construction. He tries to delineate with maxi-
mum precision his characters and their back-

grounds, the details of their life and psvchology,
and to probe into their mentality. He rarely

puts in his scenarios any suggestions concerning
film realization. And this is not because the

writer makes no demands upon the director, but

simply because he believes in the thorough, clear

and exhaustive working out of the material,
on which the director would rely in adapting it

to the screen. Wagenstein's scenarios have such

a solid philosophical and log'cal structure that

on their basis, or so it seems to me, an ambitious

director could create a remarkable problem film

even for the sake of experimenting. But perhaps
that is not true. Experience so far has revealed

an interesting tendency. When these scenarios

are taken up by a consciencious director, who
treats the script with respect and tries to recreate

it faithfully, it is precisely then that the talented,

significant films are produced and the author
in the final count turns out to be the scenarist 72
himself. This is the case with Stars, Adam's Rib
and to a great extent with Two Under the Sky,

Perhaps this is due to the fact that Wagenslein
has not found the right director who would be

a co-auihor nnd would creatively interpret his



text. The only case when the director tried to

experiment and to introduce his own conception
in the realization is the film The Chain. It was

probably not a real success because of young
Sharlandjiex 's inexperience, or perhaps the

time has come for Wagenstein to make his own
film, both writing and directing it. The whole

fa ric of hi s scenarios seems to contain a certain

completeness, the finality of a well-rounded-

off work. Wagenstein seems to try to incorporate

in the scenario the philosophical framework and

the plot together with its artistic recreation and

transformation into film material. Precisely in

this sense, if the scriptwriter is at the same time

the director, he will be able to divide his creative

energy between the literary version and its

screen counterpart.
What characterizes the scriptwriter Wagen-

stein is his PSYCHOLOGICAL REALISM, at-

tainable only through a competent and profound

analysis of a reality and its people.

Valeri Petrov made his debut in the Bulgarian
cinema through Point One, a scenario which,

as it proved later, ill accorded with his charac-

ter as a poet. In his poetry Valeri Petrov is in-

timately lyrical, thoughtful and kind, never

forgiving any anti -human, cruel or ugly thought

or feeling. Point One was a publicistic scenario,

but it proved that Valeri Petrov had a keen sense

and a deep undying love of the cinema. Intimate

lyrical feeling, man and his character viewed

73 from close range, the great problems of the time

reflected in everyday life, in a smile, a gesture,

a lyric verse — this is the province of Valeri

Petrov, who became one of the exponents of the

POETIC in the Bulgarian cinema. In On the Little

fstand VnU'ri Petrov revealed hut a part of all



this. Heroism, self-sacrifice, the individual

and the collective — these were the main prob-
lems that interested the author. Naturallv, they
are treated with his own mellow and affectionate

touch — the main characters are intimately
close to us. For Valeri Petrov heroism is born

under very definite circumstances: nobody fights

an imaginary or ludicrously weak opponent.
Petrov gave up the idea, so univer.sal before, of

the anonvmous enemy. The enemy in his film.

Captain Stanev, is comic and for that reason even

more frightening. He is stunid and cruel, brutal

and cunning. He must be fought not only with

a rifle, but with the mind. Thus, for the sake of

precise, detailed characterization, Valeri Petrov

makes use of his tried poetic technique
— the

metaphor. Captain Stanev shoots down the sea-

gull flying over his head. He also shoots down
Costa Rica, because he is strong, has powerful
hands and kind eyes, and a big heart, and such

people have no place in the Captain's mean little

world. mi
Work on this film brought Valeri Petrov and

Rangel Vulchanov together. Petrov's symbolic
and poetic vision of the world appealed to the

young director, for whom the cinema, with its

concreteness and imagery was the sole means of

expression. Vulchanox- managed to project on the

screen the equivalent of the writer's idea, to

visualize it in the most effective and telling

manner. In fact, by collaborating with Valeri

Petrov in making On the Little Island, Rangel
Vulchavon came to his own as a director. The
result was an extremely useful and effective col-

laboration, a creative harmony between director

and scriptwriter. In First Lesson the two authors

continued their creative work together. The poe-

74



tic text found a brilliant interpreter. Here some-

thing extreniojv interesliiiff liannfMied: VuIch;ino\-

became established a«; author in this film. While
in the case of Valeri Petrov, On th" Lifflf Island

was sufficient for us to recoffn'/e instantly the

writer of Toni Thumb. Juvcnes Dum Suniiis, and

the plav Wh'n Ros'S Dance, Vulchanov barely
outlined his style and his conception of the cinema
in the same film. First Lesson is a brilliant disnlay
of directing skill, maturity and imagination.
The film's final scene is a ca-^e in point. Accord-

ing to the script, the two characters part with

a few meaningless words, with deep sadnees and

pain. V^ulchanoy found the film image of the

pain. The words of Pesho and Violetta are gra-

dually drowned by the music as it frows strong-

er. The\' do not speak but shout. The trembling

lips and the tears we see are clearer than any
text and the music expresses the tempestuous

feelings. It is a deeply inipressiye scene! Its tra-

gic power makes it one of the best (in my opinion
the best) final scenes in Bulgarian films.

Sun and Shadow followed. It was an experi-

ment to which their preyious joint work brought

Vulchanoy and Petroy. In his scenario Valeri

Petroy attained perfection in literary generali-
zations of a uniyersal and epoch-making charac-

ter. His characters and dialogues are symbols
of mental processes, whose \isual counterparts

Rangel Vulchanov managed to find. He found

the clear and accurate screen image of the poet's
75 ideas. But the whole construction of the film

material was alread\ inherent in the scenario.

V^ery little was left to Vulchano\ . His scope of

stylistic and yisual in\ention w^as limited.

What he tried to inyent — the exuberant students'

pageant in the final scene, struck a discordant



note in the film's general conception. The earthy
and too concrete character of the boy, the fruit

of Vulchanov's views, also existed on another

plane, different from the intellectual aestheti-

cism of Valeri Petrov. From that moment the

creative paths of the two authors parted compa-
ny. This is what TodorAndreykov wrote about it:

'I remember that the pretext of the parting
was good: the long absence of Valeri Petrov

from Bulgaria. Perhaps Vulchanov felt the ne-

cessity of looking for a different author's style.

Perhaps he was already striving towards an en-

tirely independent expression. Perhaps the in-

timate tone of Valeri Petrov, which originally

agreed with him perfectly, underwent in the

three scenarios an evolution which was not

fully acceptable to Vulchanov: the intimate

tone was becoming too finely delicate. The manly
drive of heroes and events of On thj Little Island,

passed through the severity of First Lesson, ex-

tremely toned down to reach the lace-like fra-

gility of Sun and Shadow. I remember that dur-

ing the shooting of the last film, Vulchanov was

very eager to have an elderly peasant on the

beach of Slunchev Bryag wade into the Black

Sea with his trouser-legs turned up. The desire

to introduce this discordant touch was plaguing
him insistently, and perhaps this supplements
our idea of his preferences as man and artist.

With Sun and Shadow the two seemed to exhaust

the potentialities of their collaboration. Valeri

Petrov would in no case have accepted the rough 76

peasant with the turned-up trouser-legs, while

Rangel Vulchanov would scarcely have liked

the strange man with the roller skates who is

careful not to damage the children's chalk draw-

ings on the pavement.'



Valeri Petrov realized that idea ul his willi

director Borislav Sharaliev, in Knight Without

Armour.
I have already mentioned several times the

name of Sharaliev, who is a curious phenomenon
in the Bulgarian cinema. Ever since his debut

Sharaliev has worked with the most noted Bul-

garian scriptwriters: with Hristo Ganev in Song
of Man (1954), with Emilian Stanev in On a

Quiet Night (1960), with Angel Wagenstein in

T'vi'o Under the Sky, with Valeri Petrov in the

TV film Vaska and in Knight Without Armour.

And it is noteworthy that Sharaliev managed
to find the right approach to the individual au-

thor's style of each of them, to feel and empha-
size the distinctive quality of each. And at the

same time all these films remain his own: they
are restful, delicate, and smooth. Sharaliev's

creative efforts are directed mainly to a maxi-
mum faithfulness to the writer, and at the same
time towards refracting the peculiarities of every
author through his own prism of earthiness,

logic of actions and situations, AUTHENTIC-
ITY. His manner is descriptive, but never me-
ditative or edifying. For example, in building

up the conflict between Stefan and Tanya in

Two Under the Sky, Sharaliev is careful all the

time not to weigh the scales in favour of either,

and to divide his sympathy equally between the

good-natured, free and easy adventurer Stefan

and the kindly, somewhat philistine Tanya.
77 Each of the characters has the right to defend his

own position.
In his scenario Angel Wagenstein sees the rela-

tionship between Stefan and Tanya as a conflict

between two outlooks, two views of life: that of

the frivolous though attractive adventurer and



the serious, somewhat iiarrow-ininded girl. In

the scenario botn snow deveiopmenc of cnaracter:

the Jieavy miner's work and primiiive iivmg
conditions bring out in ^itfan Uis mcipient bru-

tality and ruffianism, wnile tney teacn l^anya
tolerance and enlarge the circle of people and

problems she has to face. As a result c^itfan be-

comes the cause for tne accident to his fnend and
for Tanya's running away. It is only after nis

profound regret that they come together once
more. For Sharaliev the film's aim is, in a weil-

reasoned and logical manner, to bring two pure

From the film Two Under the Sky



From Ihc film Knight ^'ilhout Armour
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and frank people to mutual understanding and

happiness by overcoming their inherent and habi-

tual faults. In this way he tactfully remo\es the

scene of the accident, whose harshness does not

appeal to him, and smooths out the edges of Ste-

fan's character, bringing the two characters

closer together.
In Knight Without Armour, on the other hand,

he performed the opposite operation. The exalted

poetry of the half-real man with the roller skates,

who is careful not to touch the children's draw-

ings on the pavement, is devoted to children, and

plays little cunning tricks on the adults, was alien



to Sharaliev's style. So the fantastic man went
behind the screen, from where we occasionally
hear his voice; moreover, he is no longer fantas-

tic but the voice of the scenario WTiter who merely
comes close to the spectator to talk to him, to

persuade him, if need be, of the authenticity of

the happenings on the screen.

We see on the screen the clear eyes of a child

in the jungle life of the adults. Seen through these

clear eyes, every action of the grown-ups is laid

bare, showing up its true value and significance.
It is not far-fetched to suppose that with these

preferences, Sharaliev would have an affinity
to the documentary method in feature filming.
But it is not done with that unqualified enthu-

siasm characteristic of many film-makers who
have lately plunged headlong into documental -

ism, catching characters and events 'in the

act', breathlessly searching for life in its most

spontaneous and unexpected manifestations. For
Sharaliev documentary authenticity is clear and

considered, it springs no surprises on the authors.

Sharaliev's films are like a considerate interlo-

cutor. They reveal to the spectator the vague
contours of the reality around us and gradually
introduce us into the world of their author's

ideas, to amaze us finally with the truth and logic

of his conclusions.

The film The Peach Thief appeared late in

1964. It was received with interest and satisfac-

tion, but I believe nobody supposed that a new
director was being born: Vulo Radev, who within

such a short time was to become one of the leading

figures in the Bulgarian cinema. From the stand-

point of 1964 and as Vulo Radev's debut, we
evaluated the film in a way and by standards

different from our standards todav when we view
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XcAcna Kokanova and Rade Markovic in 'I'he Pecch Thief

MilKiil Mihailo\ as the Colonel in The Peach Thief



it in the presence of those features which were

to become established as thematic and stylistic

preferences of Vulo Radev.
Emilian Stanev's story The Peach Thief is

a story of feelings. Feelings of love, security,

insecurity, embarrassment, pity, sorrow, suffer-

ing, despair. The feelings of a woman, for in the

story Liza is the object of the author's study.
The war prisoner Ivo, who suddenly enters her

life and changes it beyond recognition, is the child

and recipient of this love. Vulo Radev, however,

accepted and treated him di.ferently in his film.

Ivo not only eccmas a leading character in his

own right, but the centre of another world, unfa-

miliar to Liza, the world of the soldiers' camp and
of the Turnovo streets at the height of the First

World War. Liza's husband, the colonel of the

royal army, becomes the other pole of the conflict,

thanks to the several magnificent possibilities

given him by the director (like the scene, already
described, in which he performs a military exer-

cise for the benefit of the recruits, or his talk

about war with Liza) and to the brilliant perform-
ance of actor Mihail Mihailov. From monothe-

matic, the story of the peach thief thus becomes

polythematic.
Vulo Radev's whole effort concentrates on

building up a continuous film narrative, smoothly
flowing and well constructed, with its natural

and skilfully prepared accents and climaxes,
shorter or longer episodes. The characters of the

intelligent, refined and cynical German officer, 82
or the nmte orderly with the obedient eyes,
are constructed in the same solid manner, some-
what in the spirit of the great romantic and tra-

gic prose of the 19th century. But the decisive

quality that elevates The Peach Thief above the



level of the ordinary socio-erolic melodrama is the

atmosphere, which the director conveys success-

fully and on which he actually relies. It is not

only the national Bulgarian element, a sort of

Bulgarian 'way of feeling' but also the climate of

the age (it is no chance that some of the camp
scenes are reminiscent of The Grand Uliision)

and an attempt for a visual-philosophic synthesis
in the sense of war versus the individual man
and idea. The quickened pulse of humanity in

time of war is measured by the power of tragic

feelings, and the fire that burns people and life

is put out. All this lends meaning and value to

Vulo Radev's film. As for a certain academic tra-

ditionalism in the choice of means of expression,
there were two alternatives: an insignificant plot

(even though strongly emotional as in The Peach

Thi3f) would have turned this style into a melo-

drama, or a significant theme would justify it

and would be best expressed in precisely this

style. Vulo Radev chose the second alternative.

Tsar and General was released in 1966. The
scenario of Lyuben Stanev, though it treats a

concrete historical period (Bulgaria during the

Second World War) and dwells on a well-known
fact of history (the failure of Bulgaria to partici-

pate as an ally of Hitler in the military campaign
on the Eastern Front) really deals with a psycho-

logical problem. The writer exposes and analyses
the conflict between King Boris and General

Zaimov against the background of the period.

83 No doubt the ultimate end of the film is to extol

the General — an unbending patriot and a far-

sighted politician who can clearly visualize what

active participation in the war on the side of

Hitler would bring to Bulgaria. But the film's

second dramatic centre proves no less effective:



Naouni Shopov (Tsar Boris III) and Peter Siabakov

(General Zaimov) in Tsar and General

the tragic fate of the king who deep down in his

soul is aware of the obvious defeat of the Germans
but whose duty to the crown and his own idea

of patriotism compel him to act differently
and desperately to siifle his feeling of love and

respect for General Zai'mov.

Zainov is shot, but this is in fact a defeat of

the king, who once more realizes the hopelessness
of his country's situation and his own persDual

tragedy.
In this film Vulo Radev aims at authenticity,

faithfuhiess to the period and the psychological
wealth of the characters. This is just the right

approach that makes of Tsar and General a very
considerable film, and here the historical conflict

provides the basis for elevating the tragedy to

84
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one that has a message for all humanity, which
in turn determines the contemporary validity
of the film. As a historical film Tsar and General

opcnsd a new page in the Bulgarian cinema. The

thorough approach to the facts and their exami-

nation on a psychological and aesthetic plane
make the film something like a model for a his-

torical and political film, and such models, espe-

cially at a high artistic level, remain among the

most precious heritages of a national cinemato-

graphy. Though through their very character these

films tend to remain few, they play their role in

cinema development.
Director Nikola Korabov had similar historic

ambitions in view while making Tobacco, which
was first shown in 1962. For several reasons, his

work calls for a dialectical comparison with that

of Vulo Radev. First, Vulo Radev was the chief

cameraman of Tobacco, second, the comparison
of Tobacco and The Peach Thief gave rise to many
new aspects of the problem presented by the

filming of works by outstanding Bulgarian prose

writers, and third, Tobacco was in all respects

(though principally as regards direction and pho-

tography) an e.xperiment. HOW did Korabov
and HOW did Radev each develop their expe-
riment in their later films?

The scenario of Tobacco is based on Dimiter

Dimov's novel of the same name. It represents
one of the rare and what is more, successful at-

temps to offer a cross-section of an entire period
in Bulgarian life — the years preceding the Sec- S6
Olid World War and the'War itself. In this sense

Tobacco, the novel, is a national epic: it examines

the socio-economic situation of Bulgaria, the po-
sition and relationships of the classes formed,

and throws light on various features of the nation-



al psychology. Korabov's film claims to be an-
other such complex picture with many levels,

gathering as in a focus all streams of the life of

society. Korabov went in for psychological ana-

lysis, deciding to concentrate the internal dyna-
mism of the literary material on that basis, sac-

rificing breadth of description to depth. In the

process of work, however, he was overwheln:ed

by the abundance of literary material, and he

developed more and more separate threads of the

plot. Still he did not give up the more extensive

treatment of certain scenes, key points in his

opinion, a treatment modern as regards style and
even experimental from the point of view of means
of expression. In the final count, precisely these

se\eral scenes most conspicuously carry the stamp
of the director's creative personality, and have
absolute film value. They are also the most suc-

cessful effort of the cameraman Vulo Radev.
And while the vague traces of several lines along
which the plot develops say enough to the Bulga-
tran spectator who has read the book, they
were far from clear to the foreign viewer. When
the film was shown abroad, the distributing firms

made substantial cuts, merging the two parts
into one. The result was a well-balanced film,

adequate as regards composition and style, which
however, is by no means a screen version of the

novel Tobacco in the exact sense.

If Korabov's task was to adapt to the screen an

epoch-making book, Radev in The Peach Thief
87 took it upon himself to film a story. He enriched

and developed it, adding various elements con-

veying the atmosphere of the period, social charac-

teristics and the national features: in other words,

adding all these things which Korabov in his

films gave up for the sake of pure psychology and



experimenting. It is a pity that in their further

works neither returned to the filming of a work of

literature — wecouldthen have witnessed the de-

velopment of two radically opposing conceptions.
Korabov's next step was a film he wrote him-

self. The Bull (1965) was based on a real event.

The anti-fascist Anton Po^ov, S3ntenced to death
in 1943, received a marriage licence and the wed-

ding ceremony was performed one hour before

his execution. It is, potentially, highly dramatic.

Korabov develops it sparingly, extremely laconi-

cally, in sharply contrasting tones. Every frame
is remarkable for the painstaking search of expres-
siveness. The result was a film ballad, very beau-
tiful and impressive. However, its extension into

a full-length film by mechanically adding a

first part: 'cinema directe' representation of

the wedding ritual in presentday Bulgaria, pro-
voked numerous and heated discussions. The docu-

mentary representation in feature cinema, the

active searching camera, film inquiry into things
as they happen in life — all these are an indispu-
table achievement of the Bulgarian cinema, con-

tributed by Korabov. But the rather arbitrary link

between the two parts of the film makes one stop
and think about the character and validity of

film experiment as such. Can the formal and sty-
listic quests of an artist be considered an experi-
ment if they are not sufficiently determined by
the content itself, by the plot, or the message of

the film? And if they impose themselves as a

necessity from the very content and structure of 88
the narrative, as in the second part of The Ball,

or the earlier films of Rangel Vulchanov, can

they be called an experiment at all? Let us hope
that the further development of the Bulgarian
cinema will provide an answer to this question,



IV. THE PRESENT OUTLOOK

/. Debuts and Promises

The youngest generation of Bulgarian film-

makers is entering a field in which a tradition

has already been established. A cinema which
has produced some 120 films, which already has

its class'cs and has attained a definite profession-
al and technical level, is faced with the problem
of debuts on a plane very different from that of

the early 'fifties, when the shortage of cadres was
the decisive factor in this respect. The cinema-
men who are n^aking their debuts at present have
an entirely different starting point from that of

their older colleagues. Apart from their ambition

to become the successors and continuers of the

best that has been created in the cinema over

the last twenty years, they have very definite

vanguard ambitions. And this is not onlV in mat-
ters of style and form, where they are influenced

if only occasionally, by the most recent advances
of contemporary world" cinema (young artists to-

day have a much better opportunity to become
familiar with its products than had their older

colleagues at the outset of their careers), but in

the sense of new themes, a new outlook, a new in-

terpretation. In this train of thought I think it

only natural that younger artists are markedly
drawn to the contemporary theme. What accounts

for this is not only the familiar youthful audacity
89 (the problems of the present day in their constant

development and qualitative changes are the

most difficult to analyze and recreate artistical-

1\), but also the fact that this theme is vitally
linked with the artists' own life and time. In

it they find material for the artistic expression



o their own conception of life, of their own
idea of contemporary cinema and their eva-

luation of themselves, their generation, and
the society they live in. Another notable

feature is the young artists' effort to create their

own individual style. Naturally in this effort

immaturity and vagueness of stylistic conception
often take the upper hand over good intentions

and then the theme, interesting in itself, is

crippled, or even completely wasted. The danger
in the treatment of the contemporarx theme is

that, when handled without sufficient sincerity
or insufficiently coloured by the individual ar-

tist's personal \ision,it tends to turn into a mean-

ingless jumble of passages borrowed from the

French 'new wave', or the Czechoslovak 'wonder'.

The most outstanding personality among young-
er film-makers is Lyubomir Sharlandjiev. He
made his debut in 1962 with A CIvonicle uf
Sentiments and has since directed three more
films: The Chain (1964), Carum (1966) and /I

Taste of Almonds (1967). Four films seem a

sufficient number to judge an artist's directing

technique, all the more so that it is not often

one comes across such an ambitious debut as

Sharlandjiev made in A Chronicle of Sentiments.

The scenario was written by a promising young
author, Todor Monov, who through his charac-

ters — young workers on a construction site —
tried not merely to portrax the generation as

represented in a group of individuals, but also

to raise some burning problems of a civic and 90
moral character. Sharlandjiev was attracted by
the author's interesting approach to his subject,

by Monov's experiments \\\[\\ the structure and
nature of the narrative (freedom in developn^ent
in time and space, retrospection, loose plot).
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In directing the film he tried to work in harmony
with the author's intentions. And the fihn does
full justice to the scenario. It has the freshness
and charm resulting from the director's courage
in the selection of expressive media, and tries to

establish a contact with the intensified sensivi-

ty of contemporary audiences. It is obviously the
work of an extraordinary artist.

The second film, The Chain, showed the direc-
tor's preference for very different themes. No
doubt the main reason lay in the remarkable
scenario of Angel Wagenstein. In its whole concep-
tion it is a PUBLICISTIC work, a poem of the
faith and perseverance of the man with a chain on
his leg

— a chain of people whom he meets and
who, each in his own way, contribute to the sal-

vation of the escaped prisoner, consciously or

unconsciously impressed by the firmness with
which he upholds his idea. The scenario, which
provided expertly written literary material and
contained the clues for the cinematic realization

itself, was no doubt an excellent opportunity for

the free and successful expression of an artist

with a penchant for publicistics in the cinema.

Perhaps A Chronicle of Sentiments was a hint of

just such an inclination in Sharlandjiev? The
Chain is impressive with its severity of style,
well-finished imagery and visual power. It was
followed by Carom, which I think throws some
light on the reasons for the success of The Chain

(apart from the scenario).
Carom is a psychological film with a markedly 92

intimate dramatic character. Conflicts are reveal-
ed mainly in intimate relationships, and the
nuances in the relations between characters hint

at the problems of each human being, hence the

problems of the entire contemporary society.



In this sense Carom had in it the makings of the

gieat, socially committed contemporary cinema.

Yet the film has its limitations both in scale and

significance. It is characterized b} three import-
ant points: 1) it is clear that psychological
films are not Sharlandjiev's element; 2) he is a

master in the observation of details of all kinds

(hence the apparent authenticity of every shot,

gesture or word in his films) and knows how to

select his actors, and 3) the film is a very fine

achievement in terms of can.erawork. The came-
raman is Emil Wagenstein. At this point it

mig'iit be useful to return for a mom.ent to Thz

Chain, also pt.otographed by Emil Wagenstein.

Purity of the visual im.age, the architectonics

of the shot, the monumental quality and the pre-
cise balancing of surfaces and black with white
were the principal qualities of The Chain.

Carom possesses the same qualities, though the

atmosphere and emotional undertones are differ-

rent. In a word, Sharlandjiev's two films, lying

poles apart in genre and subject, prove the bril-

liant qualities of Emil Wagenstein's camerawork.
Such happenings are not isolated phenomena

in the Bulgarian cinema of today. Wagenstein,
Todor Stoyanov {Tui'o Under the Sky, The Side-

track), Atanas Tassev (Knight Without Armour,
A Taste of Almonds), demonstrate a remarkable

feeling for film imagery on a high contemporary
level. At the same time, the work of each shows
not only a definite personal manner, but also a

93 precise selection of the means of expression in

harmony with the genre and style of a particular
film. Each film has its own definite character

of camerawork. And this can by no means be ex-

plained by the supposition that, perhaps, camera-
men have finally learned how to photograph.



The case of Georgi Georgiev can be cited. He
has a number of films to his credit, yet in his

last film (The Man in the Shade) he worked in

an entirely new style, and this is a proof of the

primitivism of such an assumption. This pheno-
menon is associated, in my opinion, with the

very marked ambitions of the young scenarists

and directors, mentioned above, to produce films

that were unmistakably their own at all costs.

And though the final result not always goes
full justice to these ambitions, they do in most
cases profoundly affect the work of the rest of the

participants in the creation of the film: compo-
sers, art designers, directors of n^ontage, and pri-

marily cameramen. It is a revealing fact that at

the annual Varna National Film Festival in

1967, the film critics' prize was equally divided
between two cameramen: Todor Sto}anov and
Atanas Tassev, for their respective films: The
Sidetrack and A Taste of Almonds. The latter,

scripted by Pavel Vezhinov, is Sharlandj lev's

latest film. It is another psychological film,

with a very creditable performance by the actors,

and a fine observation of detail. Yet it gives the

impression of fragmentarlness, isolation of events

and of the facts depicted, and half-drawn conclu-

sions. Here Sharlandj lev has tried for a freely
constructed dramatic story and looseness of plot

—
features which are absent in Carom and The

Chain, but which had been tried in A Chionicle

of Sentiments.

Another director whose first film {Men, 1966) 94
gives cause to fear a similar development is

Vassil Mirchev. And the reason is that phenomen-
on which 1 formulated as a lack of a 'co-exist-

ence' between a conception of content and means
of expression. Mirchev combines several widely



varying views of form: from the solid earthy
realism of Vulo Radev, to the ornateness of the

shot of Rangel Vulchanov, to the spontaneous

authenticity of the documentary cinema-verite,
to the dynamic, breathless fragmentariness of

Jean -Luc Godard. And all these features are em-
bodied in the screen version of the novel by Geor-

gi Markov, characterized by its journalistic and

speculative style. The thence of the confrontation
of three types of contemporary youth

— the

From Men



comparison of the moral and ethical views of the

independent-minded intellectual, the hard-work-
ing careerist and the good-natured and easy-
going Bohemian — acquired in Mirchev's treat-
ment a somewhat nervous, pathetic ring, which
sounds unnatural. But, on the other hand, Mir-
chev shows admirable artistic freedom and compe-
tence in operating with all four formal methods
he has selected. Because of that, it would be

impossible to make even the most vague guess
^t the direction his further development might
ake, not even as to whether he will stick to the

contemporary theme and the problems of his

generation, in which he showed such a sharpened
interest in Men.
Another young director, Vladislav Ikonomov,

demonstrates a much calmer, more far-reaching
and philosophical approach in his treatment
of contemporary subjects. He seems to try to

encompass things in a vertical cross-section,
rather than on a horizontal plane. In this he has
to overcome an additional difficulty in compari-
son with Mirchev and Sharlandjiev. The method
of observation on the horizontal plane, the catch-

ing of certain events, phenomena and types
of contemporary society and their prompt recrea-

tion always contains an element of RELIANCE
ON MATERIAL. I have in mind the fact that

any kind of organization, be it ever so arbitrary,
of film shots, especially when topical in content,
has its logic, on which the artist often depends.
Ikonomov's dialectical and philosophic approach
makes it incumbent upon him to have a precon-
ceived viewpoint concerning the meaning, which
is especially difficult for a beginner, particularly
when he sets about handling the problems of a

generation other than his own. The interesting



thing is that Ikonoinov succeeds in coping with

difficulties of this sort. Through touching delica-

tely on the most sensitive areas of human memo-

ry, such as conscience and half-forgotten emo-

tions, he builds up a peculiar type of film fabric.

And while his first film {The Sunitnoned Did
\ot Appear, 1966) shows a certain vagueness in

his structural and visual conceptions, the second

{The Silent Paths, 1967) seems to me typical of

Ikonomov's path to the new cinema.
. . . The two main characters dwell on past

glories in order to test themselves in a confron-

tation of past and present, to discover the scope
and strength of their long friendship, and with

this the pulse of the time they are living in, the

meaning of the past twenty years. They start

from the real world of nmlti-store\- buildings and

asphalted highways and go gradually deeper
into the wilderness of the mountain's forests,

and the metaphorical element grows in range
and bod\' — it is on that metaphor that the scena-

rist Lyubomir Levchev and the film director base

the artistic fabric of their philosophical medita-
tion.

What binds the two friends together is their

shared past of war and guerrilla struggle, the

death of the comrade whom they buried some-
where in the mountain. Today they are on their

way back to the same spots to re-assess the past

years, when the conscience and honour of both
have been put to the test a hundred times.

97 The authors base their film on the synthesis
of fact and idea, present and past in retrospection,
realit\' and vision. To enhance this, the authors
have tried to rid their settings of overly concrete,

down-to-earth details, relying on the general
effect of their theme. The result, however, is
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that the film is doiiiiiiated b) a dry, sometinies

irritating rationalism, which makes of it a trea-

tise, a moral admonition, the mere illustration

of a thesis.

When the most recent works of a particular

cinematography and especially its younger artists

are discussed, there is a danger that the text

inevitably becomes a sum of individual judge-
ments of film happenings treated in isolation,
of separate portraits and sketches. One inevitab-

ly fears to make classifications without a stable

basis or to commit oneself too much by construct-

ing involved hypotheses on sand foundations.

For the only thing that is common to the young-
est artists in the Bulgarian cinema, apart from
their ambition to manifest individuality in their

creative conceptions, is their preoccupation with
the contemporary theme in a variety of aspects.

Going into some of these aspects seems to me the

most correct approach to an understanding of

the mosaic of views and styles.
Once more, after a long interruption following

the death of Dako Dakovski. the theme of the

Bulgarian \illage has found its interpreter.
The first work of Peter Donev w^as his scenario

for Poor Man's Street, characterized by the lite-

rary scope of the narratixe and the detailed des-

cription and motivation of the period, back-

ground, setting, events, characters and actions.

Donev's scenarios have an extremely calm tone,

they flow slowly and surely, especially when
they have already been made into films, by a 9S
conscientious director faithful to the scenario,
like Hristo Piskov, for instance, or Donev him-
self. Eternal Calendar was his debut in directing.
What is encouraging and at the same time intri-

guing, is Donev's obvious reluctance to create
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a rich and cxliau.stix c picluic ol the cuiiteiiiporaiy

Bulgarian village with a number of characters,
beautiful landscapes, and an array of genre de-

tails. The author is interested in a moral con-

flict: what is and what is not a crime. He con-

fronts the honest and highly emotional cowherd
with the intelligent but too peremptory and

dogmatic village official, for whom time stopped
when he took to the mountains to fight the fas-

cists. His calendar is still open on the same

page. He forgets that the decrepit little \'illage

houses surrounded b\' crooked hedges and sunk
in mud have given place today to a modern set-

tlement, with electricity, fine roads, coffee-shops
and picture houses. Analogous changes, though
nmch deeper and more serious, have occurred

in the people's mentality and consciousness.

The village youth not only has its own opinion on
a number of social and economic problems, but

is in sharp conflict with the older generation,

although at the decisive moment it will know
how to defend and support (hem. This and several

other theses and anti -theses sound a little odd and
too intuitive for us to agree with, yet Peter

Donev, in his effort to see life realistically, has

managed to grasp the country's social develop-
ment with its complex dialectical relationships
with great precision. He seeks to reflect it mainly
through people's psychology, through the changes
in their notions of morality and dignity. And
it is noteworthy that the tendency, so character-

istic and understandable in his young colleagues, 100
to proceed from a preconceixed thesis, is suppres-
sed by an interest in the objective study of facts.

The themes concerned with their generation and

present-day life are actualh' contemporary sub-

jects for young film-makers. It isthus natural to



assume that in their filing the character of coii-

teiiiporarx man should he well-rounded and true

to life.

2. The Man o/ Our On'ii Duti

in Recent Bulfiarian Cj'nenni

The cinema hero, the film character. . . the

unforgettable Citizen Cane, Ringo Kid, Maxim,

Chapayev, Lady Hamilton, Garance and a host

of others, through whom films are etched indelib-

ly onto people's memory. These are ideal charac-

ters, embodiments of dreams and rousers of ad-

miration. . . Their likes seem to appear more

and more seldom in coiiteniporarx films. The

screens are increasingh' peopled by substance-

less shadows, lacking their own biography and

their development in life — we most frequently
define them as prototypes of the author, proto-

types of a generation, e.xponents of somebody's
outlook, materializations of a thesis. Less and

less often do we speak of true stars like those in

the past who, though they went happily from one

film into another practically without changing,
made their own physical and psychological qua-
lities so intimate a part of the characters they

created, that the result was a solid, full-blooded

film hero, half-invention, half-reality, which
WI nevertheless lived in the mind of the audience as

real. Jean Gabin and Alarechal in The Grand

Illusion, Jean in Port of Sliadohi's, Pepe in Pi'pe

Le Moko — one did not know where the film

character ended and the real man began. Why
do we toda\ no longer have Jean Gabins, but



just 'a young Frenchman who has survived the

war in Algiers', 'an over-sophisticated highbrow',
'a depraved daughter of divorced parents', or

at best Antonioni's Monica Vitti, Godard's
Anna Garina, Visconti's Alain Delon? Perhaps
the increased mastery of expressive media, the

growing potentialities of the camera in image
moulding have impersonalized the hero and gra-
dualhminimized the role of the actor? One asks

oneself whether the new type of cinema, the 'think-

ing cinema', as distinct from the 'emotional ci-

nema' of the past, must needs lead to such a

result. We should try to analize this tremendously
important problem of contemporary world ci-

nema in the narrow context of the Bulgarian na-

tional cinema. From Kalin The Eagle and F^ako

Dakovski's Vitan Lazarov, Mito and Kroumcho,
r^ angel Vulchanov's Costa Rica, Zheko, Pe.sho

and Violetta, Dimo and Veska in We Were Young
down to the present da\ , the character of the hero

is closely linked with the de\elopment of our

cinema. This is even more true of the screen ver-

sions of literary works like Tobacco or The Peach

Thief. I should like to list, in a chronological
order, some of the more memorable characters of

Bulgarian films: Nikola Vaptsarov in Song
of Man, the driver Misho in // Happened in the

Street, Zulker in Adarns Rib, Ruth and Walter
in Stars, Irina and Boris in Tobacco, Lipovski
in The Gold Tooth, the Inspector in The Inspec-
tor and the Night, the Colonel in The Peach

Thief, Anna Chakurova in The She-Wolf, Tsar 102
Boris and General Zaimov in Tsar and General.

Vanyo Stamov and the Uncle in Knight Without

Armour, Neda and Boyan in The Sidetrack.

The character and main features of individual

heroes were touched upon more than once in the



discussion of the respective films. Most often tliey

.ire exponents of the authors' conception, of their

attitude towards their subject, carriers of the

theme itself. Lately the leading characters have
taken on another, more complicated function.

The increasingly great effort on the part of authors

to find a new and original film form and style,

their gradual abandoning of descriptiveness in

favour of the presentation of a solid thesis and

a clue to it, make of the characters the main

prisms refracting \arious aspects of the author'.^

idea. Human psychology becomes the material

out of which the author shapes the dramatic em-
bodiment of his idea. Typical of this approach to

characterization seem Boyan and Neda (Tlw
Sidetrack) whose characters in their complete-
ness contain the authors' assessment of the last

twenty years of the nation's development.
The problem of character drawing in a parti-

cular cinematography is inseparable from another,

that of its actors. I think it proper to mention
first that the Bulgarian cinematography does not

have its own actors. They all come from the thea-

tre and bring with them all the habits of stage

acting that are a hindrance in most cases. On
the other hand, the numerous film iierformance^
of most actors in no way interfere with their

theatrical careers. .-X typical case is Apostol
Karamitev, who has been active in both cinema
and theatre for lo vears, acting maior parts in

both.
103 .Apostol Karamitev is a highly \ersatile actor.

He is equally successful in tragedy, drama and

comedy. Our Land, Under the Yoke, ft Happened
in the Street, Two Under the Ski/, Favourite Nu 13,

Master of All Trades, Kni<yht Without Armour
9re only some of the films in which he has played



major parts. Karamitev feels equally at home in

films directed by men of widely varying views
and methods, the emotional element in him is

inseparable from the intellectual. He plays his

parts with understanding and fine judgement.
Karamitev is a born actor, who iiuariably hits

upon the most characteristic and expressive
touch in creating every part, knowing no false

notes, no failures. These qualities will probably
secure a future for him in the Bulgarian cinema.

The fame and popularity of the 'Star No 1'

in Bulgarian cinema — Nevena Kokanova, came
rather unexpectedly. The attractive young ac-

tress started in roles where she acted girls of her

age. Those were minor and not particularK

e.xpressive parts. She had varying degrees of

S'jccess in Toj Late for Love?, On a Quiet Evening
and Be Happy, Annie, yet what was obvious in

all three was that she was photogenic and had a

fine screen appearance.
The part of Irina in Tobacco proved a turning

point in Kokanoxa's career. Irina in Dimiter

Dimov's no\el is one of the best drawn charac-

ters ill contemporary Bulgarian literature, m)

Kokanova had a wealth of literary maierial at

her disposal. Though her Irina was a failure when

compared with the original character, it was a

great success in comparison with our idea of Koka-
nova's acting talent. Her next part

— Liza in The

Peach Thief — greatly enriched her palette, while

her further roles of contemporary characters:

Zhana in The Inspector and the Mght, Anna in 104
Carom and Gerda in A 'Taste of Almonds, added
more facets to her creative personality.

Kokanova's greatest achievement, howexer.

came in The Sidetrack. Neda is a rich and full-

blooded character: perhaps it was the result
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Nevena Kokanova (Neda) and Ivar, Andonov

(Boy an) in The Sidetrack

Nevena Kokanova in The Sidetrack



of the actress's accumulated experience, perhaps
of the skill of Grisha Ostrovski, a leading theatre
director who made his cinema debut with The
Sidetrack, in working with the actors, or perhaps
there was another reason, as the critic Hristo
Kirkov suggests:
'One of the reasons for this success is in the

script itself. In it writer Blaga Dimitrova has
created a character whose most important fea-

ture is spontaneity. In life and human relation-

ships, Neda acts impulsively, on the spur of

her innermost feelings. This falls within the scope
of Nevena Kokanova's talent; her main cha-
racteristic is, in my opinion, that same direct-

ness and spontaneity. The actress feels her part,
it appeals to her, she has no problem in under-

standing it and for that reason plays it with ease,

precision and compelling power. Especially in

those moments when Neda is swayed by the

original elemental force of her love for Boyan?
Another talented actor who has become indis-

pensable to the Bulgarian cinema is Georgi Ka-

loyanchex'. His gift for comedy became apparent
in First Lesson (Vaska), Master of All Trades

(Spiro), The Gold Tooth (Miliya). But the clima.x

of his achievement was the part of the Inspector
in The Inspector and the Night, where his sensi-

tivity, gentle humour and sincerity gave life and
warmth to Bogomil Rainov's too sophisticated
hero. The success of Kaloyanchev to a great
extent determined the high level of the film as

a whole. He repeated it in the role of Kondov, 106
the director, in The She-Wolf.

Georgi Georgiev is one of the most prominent
personalities in the Bulgarian cinema. His virile

and solid presence on the screen lends weight and

significance to every scene. His characters mak^



memorable the films in which he has participa-

ted: The Laii' of the Sea, First Lesson, We Were

Young, Between His Parents, A Taste of Al-

monds. Georgiev's most outstanding performance
was in The Gold Tooth. The forceful and tragic

character of the traitor by compulsion demon-
strated the actor's wide range of talent.

Other interesting Bulgarian film actors are

Ivan Andonov (the Schoolboy in On the Little

Island, the Engineer in Investigation, Boyan in

The Sidetrack), and Naoum Shopov (the French

officer in 'The Peach Thief, Tsar Boris in Tsar

and General). They are highly intelligent

actors whose invention supplements the work
of the scenarist and director.

I should also like to mention several actors

whose i.solated successes in films were not repeated
because of their youth or the peculiarity of their

gifts. Sasha Krousharska created the finest wo-
man character in the Bulgarian cinema in Stars.

She is unsurpassed for emotional wealth and for

her skill in revealing the deepest meaning of the

part. As Veska in We Were Young, Roumyana
Karabelova created a remarkable character on the

basis of rather poor and one-sided dramatic ma-
terial, ilka Zafirova in 77zt' She-Wolf portrayed
an extremely colourful character with a conflict-

ing inner life, and showed brilliant promise.
But the achievement of the actors is in direct

relation to the director's ability to adapt his

conception to the actor's particular talents.

107 In this respect one should by all means note the

work of director Rangel Vulchanov, in whose
films a number of actors acted their finest roles:

Ivan Kondov, Naicho Petrov, Konstantin Kot-
sev and Stefan Peichev in On the Little Island,

Cornelia Bozhanova and Georgi Naoumox in



!lka Zafirova in The She- Wolf



I list Lesson, Anna Priiciial in Sun and Sliaduo.',

Georgi Kalovanchev in '/V/c Inspector and the

M^yfit, Ilka Zafirova in The She-Wolf. Vulcha-

iiov knows how to exaluate and use an actor's

potentialities to the best advantage. In this

sense some actors,! ike Kalovanchev as the In-

spector and Zafirova as the She-Wolf, can be

said to be Vulchanox's discoveries.

Lyubomir Sharlandjie\- has also shown a fine

feeling for the actors' gifts. But in his work the

>uccess of the suitably selected cast is often mar-

red by a \agueness of his conception of the film

as a whole — as regards both plot and form.

\' \ O T E S O \ THE P R O B L E .M S

A N D D E \' E L O P \\ E N T

() E T HE B r I. (i .\ R I .A \ S 11 () R T E 1 L A\

A national cinematography is characterized

not only by its feature film production, but also

by its short films, most often classed as documen-

taries, popular-science films and animated films.

The purpose of the present volume is not to stud\

the reasons why these films are less popular w itli

the public, or with the critics. Such a study
should be made by theoreticians and sociologists.

.My task is to discuss the problems and develop-
ment of the contemporary feature cinema, and

this last chapter will, therefore, only give a gen-
109 cral [)icture of Bulgarian short films, a survey

^ui)|)lying a certain amount of information,

rather than a detailed analysi.s uf the problem.
.\ detailed analysis of this kind of cinema i>

called for, especially becau.se it has often been

unfairly neglected and has been getting less



Uiaii the necessary attention, in comparison with
feature films. We are aware of the seriousness of

this task which will be tackled in one of our
future publications.
The Bulgarian short film represents a signifi-

cant part of the country's cinema production.
Its different genres ha\'e appeared at different

times, the development of each had certain spe-
cific features, but as regards the stages of its

overall development, the direction of creative
efforts and artistic maturity, that development
went parallel and occasionally even coincided
with that of feature films. Documentary and

popular-science films, for instance, flourished

during the late 'fifties, and during the next few

years the artists were busy seeking the formula
of their genre, establishing the features of a solid

style in keeping with the level of world cinema.
The animated film appeared only in the late'fif-

ties, at a time when feature films and other types
of shorts were making very definite progress, so

it was natural for the development of this genre
to be smoother and more e\'en, without any major
hitches. Within a short time it won considerable
success abroad and recognition in Bulgaria,
thus making us stop and think whether the reason
was in the specific quality of the genre or in cer-

tain features of the organization of the produc-
tion of such films.

Bulgarian animated films are made by a spe-
cialized department for animated films forming
part of the Feature Film Studio. It is staffed by a 110

group of directors, animators and editors, some
of whom often write the scripts. There are no staff

script -writers, and the department secures the

collaboration of leading authors, literary men and
scenarists of the Feature Film Studio. The out-



put is about ten films a year, and they are direc-

ted by Hristo Topouzanov, Radka Buchvarova,
Zdenka Doicheva, Stoyan Doukov, Donyo Do-

iiev, and Ivan Andonov. They are all pupils of

the pioneer of the Bulgarian animated film,

the world-known director Todor Dinov. His

films have won prizes at a number of international

festivals, he is the founder of the genre in Bul-

garia, and his work, his style and conceptions
seem to me to be indicative of the basic features

of the Bulgarian animated film.

Our artists began to make cartoons for films at

a time when there was already a tradition of long

standing in this field in many countries. They
learned from the work of the great American car-

toonist Steinberg, and the Danish master Bids-

trup, as well as from the achievements of the

contemporary Polish and Czech cartoonists.

During the 'fifties, how^ever, the typical cartoon

drawing that appeared in the Bulgarian press
was invariably associated with the names of four

artists of stature who worked in a similar style:
Alexander Zhendov, Iliya Beshkov, Stoyan V'enev

and Boris Angeloushev. The two-dimensional

cartoon of Alexander Bozhinov found no follow-

ers, while the two-dimensional cartoon of the

promising young artist Boris Dimovski was
too free for the purposes of animation which re-

quired more severe geometric forms.

Thus the animators had to make their own
drawings. This, I think, is Todor Dinov's forte.

Ill His drawing is .simple, clear and supple
— it

lends itself very easily to deformation. In his

major films (listed chronologicallv); Tale of the

Pine Tii'ig (I960), Sivouslika (1962), Lightning
Rod, Prometheus, Jealousy, The Apple, The

Daisy (1965), and Driven Out of Paradise (1967)



the characttT drawings are different, they are

either people or objects, are often static, but are

always the symbols of a very clear and simple
idea. In these films the situation is everything.
The dramaturgy is simple and terse and is based
on movement and rhythm (Dinov often composes
his own scenarios). The inexhaustible force of

his imagination brings something new and inter-

esting to each of his films.

Hristo Topouzanov, who has also won prizes
at many festivals, stands out among Dinov's

pupils. His versatility is indeed amazing. His

plots range from the gloomy grotesque (Parade,

I960, Masquerade, 1965) through the children's

tale {The Scissors and the Little Boy, 1965, The
Scissors and the Little Girl, 1965), to the colour-

ful parody of Revenge (1966), and the humour of

The Cow Which. . . (1967). Topouzanov often

writes his own scenarios, his e.xperiments with

the material for animation have a very wide-

range: from the ordinary animated drawing to the

moving colour spots, from puppets to reals scissors

and coloured glossy paper, pieces of cloth of

\arious colours and thread. It is just this versati-

lit\- that makes Topouzanov an original creative

personality in Bulgarian animated film. The rest

of the artists differ in both method and achieve-

ment: Donyo Donex' {Tale, 'The Second Bottle,

Spring, Esperanza) regards the fairytale plot as

a source of possibilities in seeking a brilliant and

expressive form; Radka Buch\'arova (The Snou:

Man, 1960, What Shall I Be? 1966, Complacen-

cy, 1964, The Ballons, 1967) has specialized in a

highly necessary type of animated films, often

avoided by artists too much dominated by am-
bition: the animated film for children, haii

Andonov is seeking the formula of the pureh



philosophical cartoon film and his less successful

films (Shooting Ground, 1965, Birds, 1967) are

perhaps due to insufficient clarity of conception.
The team of artists working in the animated

film, tlieir experiments and successes make the

genre a great hope in the Bulgarian cinema.

The state of contemporary Bulgarian docu-

mentary cinema appears far more complicated.
The first films ever made in Bulgaria were

documentary films and more particularly news-

reels. Since it has not been established with

absolute precision which was the first docu-

mentary film, 1910 is officially adopted as the

birth date of the Bulgarian film. Some half

dozen short films were produced during that year,

virtually laying the foundation of a regular nation-

al film production. Unlike the production of

feature films which began at approximately the

same time but developed chaotically due to more
or less chance factors, the production of newsreels

was prompted by the need to record and popular-
ize important events. They thus served the needs

of the authorities, who financed their produc-
tion. Last but not least they were necessary to

supplement the programme of the cinemas which
included mainly foreign feature films. The pur-

chasing of foreign shorts was not the practice

adopted, and evidently it would not have been

expedient, since they also dealt with events of

importance to the particular country where they
were made and their showing in another country
would have been pointless in most cases.

It is clear, therefore, that the beginnings of

the Bulgarian documentary film were not associ-

ated with the end of the Second World War
and yet that period witnessed a rapid progress
in the newsreel, owing to the radical political

8 Presentday Bulgarian Cinema



and social changes which set in. Documentaries
shot at the time include the film records of the

coming down of the partisans from the Kocho
Chestimenski detachment and their Commander
Alexander Ivanov-Chapay, to Belovo (camera-
men ParlapanoY and Vulchev); of the welcome

given to the partisans from the Georgi Ben-
kovski detachment by the population of Panagyu-
rishte and Strelcha (cameramen Yuritsin and

Petrov); of the return of the Fourth Sofia Partisan

Brigade to Sofia (cameramen Holiolchev, Hristov
and Petrov); and the chronicles of Grezhov,

Kissyov, Bakurdjiev and several Soviet army
cameramen on the days immediately following

September 9, 1944, the date of the socialist revo-

lution. Among the many documentaries produc-
ed a year later, the first documentary film of

medium length, entitled Bulgaria, made by a

joint Soviet and Bulgarian team, stood out.

The narrator's text was written by Ehrenburg.
The films made by Zahari Zhandov in the next

two years are of particular interest. Among them
are People Amid the Clouds, which won a prize
at the international festival in Venice, and A
Veiled World, telling of the Bulgarian Moham-
medans in the Rhodope region. These films de-

monstrate the professional qualities of Zhan-

dov, who at that time also directed the major
Bulgarian feature films.

The most general trends characterizing Bulga-
rian documentary cinema should be sought in the

recreation of the most topical events and prob- 114

lems of the day. Because of the large number of

documentary films, it might be well to class them
on the basis of subject-matter. In the first place
we could point out the reportages on construc-

tion and changes in the various fields of life in



post-war Bulgaria. Together with them appeared
the historical-docunicntary films, such as Hristo

Botev by Yuri Arnaoudov, Hristo Smymenski
by Yanoush Vazov, Vassil Kolarov, by Nyuma
Belogorski. Of the film poems, the more import-
ant are The Tents Are Biirninif by Alourkov,
Lifihts and People by Hristo Kovachev, Sprituy
Ballad by Haritonov, Rails into the Sky by
Edwartl Zahariev, and among film biographies
Master of the Stage about the actor Konstantin
Kissimov, Actor and Citizen about the actor Pe-
ter Dimitrov, The Artist Zlatyii Boyadjiev, and
The Road of the Pleiades about the graphic artist

and sculptor Vassil Ivanov.

All those films were made at different times,
some before and some after 1960. But the last

several \ears have been characterized by a pains-
taking search for maximum expressiveness in the

documentary film. These efforts ha\e been dicta-

ted not only by the development of the genre
itself, but by the desire of the makers of these

films to get across to the viewer and evoke an
intellectual and emotional response. The experi-
ments of young documentary film makers in the

field of cine-reporting have proved particularly
interesting.
The film-travelogues hold a special place among

documentary films. Under the Sky of Guinea

by Tenyu Kazaka, Roussev and Sharlandjiev,
Lotuses in Bloom by Dimko Zahariev, Along
the Roads of Africa by Nyuma Belogorski, and
A Holiday of Hope by Hristo Ganev and Hristo

Kovachev, made in i963, are all w^orth seeing.
The latter records, in a four-part story, the first

four days (July 1 to 4. 1962) of the national inde-

pendence of Algiers and is really a most talenlfd

work. This is most effective film journalism on a



high professional level, since the facts recorded

are shown in all their profound significance
coloured by the positive stand of the authors.

The Bulgarian documentary cinema has not

only produced some very creditable works, it

can also boast a series of distinguished directors

who have devoted their talents to the genre and
won reputation as masters. These include Nyuma
Belogorski (his latest film is about the Reichstag
Fire Trial in 1933), Roumen Grigorov, Yuri

Arnaoudov and once again Zahari Zhandov, who
in 1964 made Roused after Centuries— an exceed-

ingly interesting study of the Thracian cultural

heritage. But the young generation of documen-

tary film makers, like Yuli Stoyanov {Days
and People, Friends' Meeting), Nevena Tosheva

(Am I That Bad? The Little Artist), Georgi

Stoyanov {Zheko Marinov, Slumber), Edward
Zahariev (Rails into the Sky, Salt) have embarked
on a road of their own. Devoting a great deal of

attention to subject and content, they are also

trying to find a highly laconic and expressive
form. Their efforts in this direction will no doubt

mark a new stage in documentary films, which
it seems too early to judge. For in the documen-

tary film, unlike the animated film, where one

has, as Valeri Petrov put it, 'not to photograph
in a new way, but to think in a new way,' the

film record authentically recreates a reality

familiar to the spectator, and whether this reality
will move and captivate will depend to a great
extent on the form and the manner of realization.

The problem of form, therefore, of the profession-
al level, of the author's imagination is of the

utmost importance in the documentary cinema.

In my opinion, the situation is very similar to

that of the popular-science genre. We could look



for the rudiments of the genre in some documen-

tary films made prior to 1944, for the e!em2nt
of communication of scientific knowledge exists

in principle in all documentary films on geograph-
ical subjects. But the regular production and

popularization of the genre became possible only
after the Bulgarian cinematography was taken

over by the state, for the private persons who
managed it before that could scarcely be interes-

ted in the production of films which, due to their

very nature, find a certain difficulty in establish-

ing contact with the wider public. The studio for

popular-science films became an independant

department of the cinematography in 1950.

Since then it has had a regular annual produc-
tion. The first more important film was How
to Fight Rabies (1945). The film was of great topi-
cal value, for at the time rabies was a particular-

ly widespread disease due to the poor living
conditions in the Bulgarian village. But it also

contained some features that were to become es-

tablished later as the main characteristic of Bul-

garian science films: its propaganda value.

Among the more interesting films produced by
the studio during the next few years were In
the Waters of the Sreburna and Stone Forest

(1949), director Konstantin Kostov, The Ciga-
rette Goes a Long Way by Boncho Karastoyanov,
Our Caves and The Architecture of Koprivshtitsa

by Stefan Topaldjikov, and Hristo Botev and
Nikolai Pavlovich by Yuri Arnaoudov. In 1958
the studio already had a staff of about thirty
directors and cameramen and 674 films to its

credit. Films on agricultural, cultural, historical

folklore, industrial, medical and other scienti-

fic subjects were being made. The best achieve-
ments are the films made by Lyubomir Obrete-



nov, which won a number of international distinc-

tions, and of Konstantin Obreshkov. The former

has tried his hand at a strictly scientific treat-

ment of the problems while the latter has concen-

trated on popularizing some branches of science

of daily importance. Films about art are made by
Yuri Arnaoadov and two younger directors:

Yanoush Vazov {Woodcarviniy through th? Cen-

turies., The Relics of Rozhen), and Lada Boyad-
jieva [The Folk Song and Dance Ensemble, Re-
Iurn of the Icons).

The studio for popular science films makes

many of its films on orders placed by various

institute.s and public organizations. These films

often have lower artistic qualities either because

of the limitations imposed by the 'customer's'

choice of the manner of developing the plot,

or because the authors, who try to make up for

the dryness of content by e.xtraxagance of form,

go too far in experimenting and bexond the do-

main ot the genre.

Recently, great attention has been devoted

to two new types of popular-science films: the

educational film and the sociological poll

film. Tlie interest shown in thess genres by some

young directors who are making their debuts in

cinema has been an important factor. Avram

Ignatov {Plenty of Time to Think). Mariana Evs-

tatieva {.School Leavers, Peter Beron, Children

and Dolls). Vesselina Gerinska {What Party?

Where to?) are young directors with an estab-

lished creative manner, whose best films have 118

recorded peaks in the studio's artistic achieve-

ment.
On the whole, the Bulgarian short film has

witnessed a lot of experimenting, especially in

the last few years, Yet there is room for more,



since the form of the short itself, and the smaller

amount of funds invested in these films offer ar-

tists excellent opportunities to try out new ideas.

Twenty years are a period too short for tradi-

tions to become established in a national cinema-

tography. Without such traditions, without re-

cognized authorities and model works in the

field, the individual achievements of isolated

personalities (the most important Bulgarian
films tend to appear as just such works) often

suffer from casual shortcomings and flaws, the

result of immaturity and inexperience. But

the years of development of the Bulgarian cine-

ma — the 'fifties and 'sixties of the twentieth

century
— were also a period of active experi-

menting and rapid changes in world cinema.

While in the 'twenties and 'thirties trends and

schools in cinema appeared to last for ten years
and more, today they are born much more sponta-

neously, are represented by more numerous films

and artists, only to disappear in about five years'
time. They are replaced by new trends, and
we speak more and more often of a certain direc-

tor's own kind of cinema — the cinema of Berg-
man, Antonioni or Godard. Film styles are de-

veloping not by years, but by days. As a leading
film specialist once said, world cinema is strid-

ing fast towards its zenith, to the full blossoming
119 of its potentialities, which is still ahead of it.

What is, then, the way of future development
for a national cinematography, like that of Bul-

garia? Naturally, constant contact with the tra-

ditions of the national theatre and primarily
literature should be the leading factor in the se-



lection of subject-matter. It should also setthe

trend of the film-makers' stylistic quests. But

no less important is an orientation in the trends

of world cinema, the response to the characteris-

tic events and moods of the period, the treatment

of problems of key importance for the present

day, for all mankind, determining the outlook

of all the inhabitants of our planet. For there is

no art more international in scope and more

concrete and powerful in its impact on millions

of people than the cinema.

An encouraging fact in the Bulgarian cinema

is the constant influx into it of young artists

with a deep love of the cinema, with varying
views and often widely differing personalities.

More and more films have recently roused lively

discussions and have prompted the hope that the

future will bring the masterpieces which will

be a proof of creative maturity. The Bulgarian
cinema is an open page. . .



MOTION PICTURES PRODUCED BY THE
BULGARIAN FEATURE FILM STUDIO
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19 5

KALIN THE EAGLE
Frist showing: March 20, 1950

Script: Orlin Vassilev
Direction: Boris Borozanov

Photography: Vassil Hoiiolchev
Music: Parashkev Hadjiev
Art direction: Ivan Penkov and Alexander

Miienkov
Cast: I\an Dimov, Petya Lambri-

nova, Boris Tanchev, Stefan

Petrov, Konstantin Kissimov

19 5 1

ALARM
First showing: February 19, 1951

Script: Orlin Vassilev and Angel Wa-
genstein

Direction: Zaliari Zhandov

Photography: EmilRashev and Zahari Zhandov
Music: Lyubomir Pipkov
Art direction: Assen Popov
Cast: Stefan Savov, Nadya Stanis-

lavska. Gancho Ganchev, Ka-
rolina Gancheva, Rangel Vul-
chanov



DAWN OVER THE HOMELAND
First showing: October 22, 1951

Script: Kamen Kalcliev

Direction: Anton Marinovich and Stefan

Surcliadjiev

Pliotograpiiy: Bonclio Karastoyanov and Kos-
ta Yanakiev

Music: Todor Popov
Cast: Peter Diinitrov, Lyuben Ka-

bakcliiev, l\an Stefanov, Zhe-

ni Boziiino\a, Apostol Kara-
mi tev

19 5 2

DANKA
First showing: March 24, 1952

Script: Krustyu Belev

Direction: h'an Fichev, Boris Borozanox'.

Kiril llinchev

Photography: Vassil Holiolclie\- and Boncho

Karastoyanov
Music: Di miter Sagaev and Georgi

ivanov
Art direction: Ivan Genkov
Cast: Milka Touikova, Ivanka Di-

mitrova, Miroslax' Mindov, han
Koumanov

UNDER THE YOKE
First showing: November 10, 1952

Script: Pavel Spassov and Geo Krun-
zov (based on the novel by
Ivan Vazov)

Direction: Dako Dakovski

Photography: Boncho Karastoyanov
Music: Filip Koutev
Cast: Miroslav Mindov. Lili Popi-

vanova, Petko Karloukovski,

Vassil Kirkov, Nikola Popov
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19 5 3

OUR LAND
First showing: January 5, 1953

Script: Angel Wagenstein and llaim
Oliver

Direction: Anton Marinovich and Stefan

Surchadjiev
Photography: Einil Rasliev
A\iisic: Konstantin Iliev and Alexan-

der Raichev
Art direction: Assen Grozev
Cast: Apostoi Karainitev, Milka Toui-

kova, Peter Diinitrov, Georgi
Kaloyanchev

19 5 4

SONG OF MAN
First showing: January 11, 1954

Script: Hristo Ganev
Direction: Borislav Sharaliev

Photography: Emil Rashev
.Music: Georgi I\ano\-

Cast: Dinko Dinev, Stefan Karalam-
bov, Ivan Bratanov, Ivan To-

nev, Nikolina Lekova

SEPTEMBRISTS
First siiowing: April 26, 1954

Script: Angel Wagenstein
Direction: Zahari Ziiandov

Photography: Vassil Holiolchev
Music: Lyubomir Pipkov
Art direction: Jose Sancia
Cast: Asparouh Temelkov, Boris

Ganchev, Lyuboslav Stefanov,
123 Ivan Bratanov, Ani Damya-

nova

THE BORDER
First showing: June 1, 1954

Script: Gencho Stoev
Direction: Nikola Minchev



Photography: Georgi Karayordanov
Music: Ernil Georgiev
Cast: Kouna Baeva, Ivan Bratanov,

Bozhidar Miloushev

DAUGHTER-IN-LAW
First showing: September 6,1954

Script based on the play by Georgi Karaslavov
Direction: Krustyu Mirski and Anton Ma-

rinovich

Photography: Boncho Karastoyanov
Music: Boyan Ikonomov
Art direction: Georgi Karakashev and Assen

Grozev
Cast: Peter Dimitrov, Margarita Dou-

parinova, Vera Kovacheva,
Peter Stoichev, Milka Yana-
kieva

19 5 5

HEROES OF SHIPKA
First showing: April 25, 1955

Script: A. Pereventsev
Direction: S. Vassilev

Photography: M. Kirilov
Music: N. Kryukov and F. Koutev
Art direction: Bogdanov, Myasnikov, Popov
Cast: Ivan Pereverzev, Viktor Av-

dyushko, Apostol Karamitev;,
Petko Karlouko\'ski, Yevgeni
Sanioilov, Zheni Bozhinova,
Katya Choukova

THE TROUBLED ROAD
First showing: May 23, 1955

Script: Stoyan Daskalov
Direction: Dako Dakovski
Photography: Eir.il Rashev and Stoyan Zluch-

kin
Music: Filip Koutev
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Art direction: Naiden Petkov
Cast: Ivan Bratanov, Tsvetana Ni-

kolova, Stefan Sa\'ov, Georgi
Georgiev

19 5 6

IT HAPPENED IN THE STREET
First showing: March 5, 1956

Script: Pavel Yezhinov
Direction: Yanko Yankov

Photography: Georgi Karayordanov
Music: Alexander Raichev
Art direction: Assen Grozev
Cast: Apostol Karamitev, Petya

Lambrinova, Zheni Bozhinova,
Stefan Peichev, Lyuboniir Shar-

landjiev, Andrei Chaprazov

MEN OF DIMITROVGRAD
First showing: April 30,1956

Script: Bouryan Enchev
Direction: Nikola Korabov and Douche

Moundrov

Photography: Vulo Radev
Music: Stefan Remenkov
Art direction; Simeon Halachev
Cast: Georgi Kaloyanchev, Maria

Roussalieva, Ivan Dimov, Bo-
ris Chirkov, Ina Makarova

THE TRACES REMAIN
First showing: September 3. 1956

125 Script: Pavel Yezhinov
Direction: Peter Yassilev

Photography: Boncho Karastoyanov
Music: Parashkev Hadjiev
Art direction: T. Bovadjie\'
Cast: Krassimir Medarov, Yera Dra-

gostinova, Stefan Danailov, Ge-

orgi Naouniov



ADAM'S RIB
First showing: October 1, 1956

Script: Angel Wagenstein
Direction: Anton Marinovich

Photography: Emil Rashev
Music: Konstantin liiev

Art direction: Zlatka Dubova
Cast: Emilia Radeva, Georgi Popov,

Lyubomir Kabakchiev, Nikola

Popov

THE CREW OF NADEZHDA
First showing: November 3, 1956

Script: Vesselin Hanchev
Direction: Kiril llinchev

Photography: Kosta Yanakiev and Trendafil

Zahariev

Music: Georgi Ivanov
Art direction: Zlatka Dubova
Cast: Haralan Roussinov, Stefan Gu-

doularov, Sasha Ignatieva, An-

drei ChaprazoN'

A BULGARIAN WOMAN
First showing: November '26, 1956

Script: N. Borovishki

Direction: N. Borovishki

Photography: Kosta Yanakiev
Music: Di miter Sagaev
Art direction: P. Nikolov
Cast: Penka Vassileva, Lyubomir

Bobchevski, Stefan Peichev

FIRST POINT
First showing: June 26, 1956

Script: Valeri Petrov

Direction: Boyan Danovski «p^
Photography: Vassil Holiolchev and Diiiio

Kolarov
Music: Peter Stoupel
Art direction: Jose Sancia
Cast: Roumyana Chokoiska, \'esse-

lin Boyadjiev. Stefan Dimi-

trov, Zheni Bozhino\a
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TWO VICTORIES
First sliowing: December 31, 1956

Script: Angel Wagenstein, Vesselin

Hanchev, llristo Ganev
Direction: Borislav Sliaraliev

Photography: Georgi Georgiev
AVusic: F.mil Georgiev and Peter Stou-

pel
Art (iirection- G. Popov, P. Nikolov, A. Gro-

zev
Cast: Nikola Popov, Assen ,\\ihino\',

Nikolina Lekoxa, Pencho Pe-

trov

19 5 7

LAND
Based on the story by Elin Pelin

First showing: March 4, 1957

Script: Vesselin Hanchev
Direction: Zahari Zhandov
Pliotography: Boncho Karastoyano\-
.\\usic: Jose Sancia
Art direction: Lyubomir Pipkov
Cast: Bogoinil Sinieonov, Ginka

Stancheva, Siavka Sla\o\a,
Stefan Petro\'

THE SUPPER OF THE SEDMAKS
First showing: March 18, 1957

Script: Stoyan Daskalov
Direction: Dako Dakoxski

Photography: Emil Rashev
A\iisic: T. Boyadjiev
Art direction: Boyan Ikononiov
Cast: han Bratano\-, Xikohi Doichex .

Dimiter Bouinozov

A LESSON OF HISTORY
First showing: A\ay 27, 1957

Script: Lev Arnstain
Direction: Lev Arnstam



Photography: Alexander Shelenkov and Chen
Yu Lam

Music: Kara Karaev
Art direction: A. Parhomenko and Assen Gro-

zev
Cast: Stefan Savov, Tsvetana Arnaou-

dova, Ivan Tonev, Genadii Yu-
din

LEGEND OF LOVE
after Nazim Hikmet

First showing: August 26, 1957

Script: Krska and Beranek
Direction: Krska

Photography: F. PeCenka
Music: Vesselin Stoyanov
Art direction: G. Popov
Cast: Apostol Karamitev, Zheni Bc-

zhinova, Emilia Radeva, An-
drei ChaprazoN

TOO LATE FOR LOVE?
First showing: December 16, 1957

Script: Vesselin Hanchev
Direction: Yanko Yankov
Photography: Vulo Radev
Music: Alexander Raichev
Art direction: Simeon Halachev
Cast: Stefan Dobrev, Rouzha Delche-

va, Antonia Cholcheva, Lyubo-
mir Sharlandjiev, Nevena Ko-
kanova

19 5 8

HAIDOUK OATH
First siiowing: January 6. 1958 -«

Script: Orlin Vassilev

Direction: Peter Vassilev

Photography: Dimo Kolarov
Music: Alexani er Raichev
Art direction: Zlatka Dubova
Cast: Apostol Karamitev, Ginka

Stancheva, Stefan Peichev



llli: Glll-RAKS
Based on the story by Elin Felin

First showing: Februc'uy 10, 1958

Script: Hristo Santo\-

Direction: Anton A\arinovich

Photograpiiy: Trendafil Zahariev

Music: Konstantin lliev

Art direction: N. Petkov
Cast: Georgi Stamatov, Angelina Sa-

rova, Ivan Dimov, Gancho
Ganciiev

ON THE LITTLE ISLAND
First showing: May 5, 1958

Script: Valeri Petrov

Direction: Rangel Vulchanov

Piiotography: Dimo Kolarov
Music: Simeon Pironkov
Art direction: Hristo Neikov
Cast: Ivan Kondov, Stefan Peiche\',

Konstantin Kotsev, Ivan An-

donov, Naicho Petrov

POOR MAN'S JOY
First showing: July 28, 1958

Script: Anton Marinovich
Direction: Anton Marinovich

Photography: Trendafil Zahariev
Music: Konstantin lliev

Art direction: N. Petkov and T. Boyadjiev
Cast: Ivan Dimov, Georgi Stamatov,

Emilia Radeva, Kosta Tsonev
Ivan Bratanov

THE LAW OF THE SEA
First showing: September 22, 1958

129 Script: Haim Oliver and Angel Wagen-
stein

Direction: Yakiin "lakimov
Photography: Georgi Karayordanov
A\usic: K'an Marinov
Art direction: Alexander Denko\'
Cast: Georgi Georgiev, Ani Damya-

nova, Bogomil Siineonov

9 Presentday Bulgarian Cinema



GOLEMANOV
A seifeii \ersion of the comedy by S. L. Koslov

First showing: October 27, 1958

Script: Kiril Ilinchev
Direction: Kiril Ilinchev

Photography: Trendafil Zahariev
Music: Ivan Marinov
Art direction: Zlatka Dubova
Cast: Nikola Popov, Andrei Chap-

razov, Penka Ikonomova, Penka
\^^ssileva

FAVOURITE No 13

First showing: December 15, 1958

Script: Lyuben Popov and \'ladimir

Yanchev
Direction: Vladimir Yanchev
Photography: Georgi Georgiev
Music: Peter Stoupel
Art direction: N. Nanev
Cast: Apostol Karamitev, Ginka

Stancheva, Pencho Petrov, Pet-
ko Karloukovski, Georgi Karev

19 5 9

STARS
First siiowing: March 26, 1959

Script: Angel Wagenstein
Direction: Konrad Wolf

Photography : Werner Bergmann
Music: Simeon Pironko\-

Art direction Jose Sancia
Cast: Sasha Krousharska, Jiirgen

Froriep, Erich Klein, Stefan

Peichev J30

THE LITTLE GIRL
First showing: May 4, 1959

Script: Lyuben Stanev
Direction: Nikola Korabov
Photography: Konstantin Yanakiev



.\\usi(.-: P;ii";islike\ ll;iiljie\'

Art (iireitiou: Iskra Liche\a
Cast: Margarita Ilieva, Auaiii 'i .1

vashev, h'an Dimov, Stefan

(nidniilar<n-

IHL CO.W.WANDER OF THE DUTACllMEN'T
First showing: August 31, 1959

Script: Velcho Chankov
Direction: Doucho Moundrov

Pliotography: Dimo Kolarov
Music: Lyubomir Pipkov
Art direction: Kosta Roussakov
Cast: Kosta Tsonev, Miroslav Min-

dov, Irina Aktasheva, han
Dimo\-, Ts\etana Nikoloxa

ON THi: EVE
Based on the novel by Turgenev

First showing: December 21, 1959

Script: V. Petrov and Orlin Vassilev

Direction: V. Petrov

Photography: Vulo Radev
Music: Aram Khachaturian
Art direction: L. Shengelia and Simeon Ha-

lachev

Cast- Lyubomir Kabakchiev, Irina

Milopolska, Boris Livanov, Olga
Androvska

I960
HOME ON THE CROSSROADS

First showing: January 4, 1960

131 Script: Bouryan Enche\-

Direction: Kiril Hinchev

Photography: Trendafil Zahariev

Music: han Marinov
Art direction: Kosta Roussakov
Cast: Anani Yavashev, Ginka Stan-

cheva, Peter Slabakov, Elissi-

veta Morfova



THE STOL'BLEN LINDENS
First showing; February 1, 1960

Script: Stoyan Daskalov
Direction: Dako Dakovski

Photography: Emanouil Pangelox-
Music: Lyubomir Pipkov
Art direction: T. Boyadjiev
Cast: Miroslav Mindov, Gratsiela

Buchvarova, Vladislav Mole-

rov, Ivan Bratano\-

BEYOND THE HORIZON
First showing: February 15, 1960

Script: Pavel Vezhinox
Direction: Zahari Zhandov
Photography: Vassil Holio]che\'

Music: Konstantin Iliev

Art direction: T. Panayotov
Cast: Stefan Petrov, Bogomil Simeo-

nov, Ivan Kondov, Lyubomir
Kisselichki

THE OTHER HAPPINESS
First showing: March 7. 1960

Script: Yesselin Hanchev
Direction: Anton Marino\'ich

Photography: Emil Rashev
Mus'c: Konstantin Ilie\-

Art direction: Naiden Petkov
Cast: Bozhidara Tseko\a, Banko Ban-

ko\-, Kiril Yane\-

Till-: ROAD GOES THROUGH BI;L()\IR

First showing: A\arch 7, 1960

Script: Pavel Vezhino\-
Direction: Peter Vassilev

Photography: Georgi Georgiev
Music: Peter Stoupel
Art direction: Simeon Halache\
Cast: Apostol Karamite\ . Valentina

Borissova, Bozhidar Lechev
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ON A (,)( 11 1 L:\L.\i.\G

I'irst showing: March :^8, I'HjO

-^>-'i"ipl iimilian Stanev
Direction: Boris Sharaliev
Photography: Stoyan Zluchkin
Music: Lazar Nikolov
Art direction: N. Nanev
Cast: Lyubomir Diinitrov, Nevena

Kokanova, Borislav h'anov,
NMkola Dinev

FIRST LESSON
First showing: June 18, 19G

Script: Valeri Petrov
Direction: Range! Vulchanov
Photography: Dimo KoJarov
Music: Simeon Pironkov
Art direction: Hristo Neikov and Zlatka Du-

bova
Cast: Kornelia Bozhanova, Georgi

Naoumov, Georgi Georgiev,
Georgi Kaloyanchev, Konstan-
tin Kotse\-

SLY PETER
First showing: May 16, 1960

Script: Peter Neznakomov
Direction: Stefan Surchadjiev
Photography: Boncho Karastoyanov
Music: 1-ilip Koutev
Art direction: Pencho Obreshkov
Cast: Rachko Yabandjie\', Leo Kon-

forti, Di miter Stratev, Kons-
tantin Kissimov, Anastassia Ba-

kurdjiex-a

POOR MAX'S STREET
First showing: September o. 1960

Scrpil: Peter Donev
Direction: Hristo Piskov

Photography: Georgi Alourko\' and TodcM-

Stcyanov
Music: Georgi and Di miter Genko\



Art direction; Konslantin Djidrov
Cast: Kosta Tsonev . Valentin Rous-

setski, N'ikolina Genova, Lili

Eneva

CONCERT
First showins^: end of 1960

Script: Banchn Banov and Kosta \aoii-

mov
Direction: Kosta Naoumov
Photography: Konstantin Yanakiev
Art direction: G. Popov
Cast: Vladimir Trendafilov, Emilia

Radeva, Ivan Stefanov, Assen

Milanov, and opera singers

19 6 1

AT DAWN
First showing: February 13, 1961

Script: Kiril Voinov
Direction: Di miter Petrov

Photography: Stoyan Zluchkin

Music: Georgi Ivanov

Art direction: Iskra I.icheva

Cast: Peter Slabakov. Miroslav Min-

dov, Zheni Bozhinova, Anas-

tassia Bakurdjieva

WE WERE YOUNG
First showing: March 13, 1961

Script; Hristo Ganev J34
Direction: Binka Zhelyazkova
Photography: Vassil Holiolchev

Music: Simeon Pironkov

Art direction; Roumyana Karabelova, Dimi-

ter Bouinozov, LyudmilaChesh-
medjieva, Anani Yavashev.

Cast: Georgi Georgiev
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I hi: i.ND Di lilt: KoAi)
First showing: April '>, 1961

Script: P;i\el Vezhinov
Direction: Peter Vassilev

Pliotograpliy : Georgi Georgiev
Music: Peter Stoupel
Art direction: T. Boyadjiev
Cast: Assen Milanov, Nikola Gulu-

bov, Andrei Chaprazo\% Valen-
tina Borissova

BE HAPPY, ANNIE
First showing: April 24, 1961

Script: Valentin Yezhov
Direction: X'ladimir Yanchev

Photography: Boncho Karastoyanov
Music:

"

N. Nanev
Art direction: Peter Stoupel
Cast: Vassilii Merkuriev, Nevena Ko-

kanova, Kosta Tsonev, Assen

Kissimov

THE WIND MILL
First showing: May 15, 1961

Script: Slavcho Chernishev and Sera-

fim Severnyak
Direction: Simeon Shivachev

Photography: Georgi Alourkov
Music: Ivan Marinov
Art direction: L. Trupkov
Cast: Violina Stoichkova, ,Vera Dra-

gostinoN'a, Grigor Boyadjiev,
Roumen Hranov

ON



I lii; I-IXAI. ROUND
First showing: August 'J 1 . in(,|

Script: Anton Antonox-Tonicli
Direction: Lyudmil Kirko\-

Photography: Dimo Kolarov
Art direction: Nil\olai Vulko\-
Music: Einil Georgiex'
Cast: Anani Yavashew Adriana An-

dreyeva, Valentin Roussetski,
Yakim Miho\-

MARGARET, MUMMY AX' 1

First showing: October 16. 1961

Script: Peter Neznakomox
Direction: Gencho Genche\-

Photography: Todor Stoyanov
Art direction: Konstantin Djidrov
Music: Emil Georgiev
Cast: Albena Saiabasheva, Sonya

Vassileva, Ivan Kondo\ , Di-
miter Hadjiyanev

THE STEEP PATH
First showing; November 13, 1961

Script: Emil Manov and Kosta Strand-

jev
Direction: Yanko Yankov
Photography: Emil Rashe\-
Art direction: Kosta Roussako\-
Music: Alexander Raichev
Cast: Lyubomir Kabakchie\ , Georgi

Georgie\-, Tsvelko \'ikolo\-.

h'an Bratano\'

19 6 2

ROYAL MERCY
First showing: February 19, 1962

Script: Kamen Zidarov
Direction: Stefan Surchadjie\
Photography: Georgi Slavche\-
Art direction: Maria l\ano\a
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Music: I.\ iili<iiiiir l^i|)l\(>\

<";ist: Kank.i Di i'iitru\;i. K.iii l)i-

mow 1 si'iio Kaii(lii\. >\iU-ii

Kolev

1 \\(



IMiot()L;r;i|iiiy : Georiji .\loiirk(i\

Art direction: Maria S(jtiro\a

Music; Georgi Genko\-
(^ast: Peter Slabai<o\-, Kiril Ku\a-

chev, Dim iter Bouirio2o\-,
Stefan llie\'

SUN AND SHADOW
I-irst shdwinti; October 22, 1962

Script: X'aleri Petro\-

Direction: Ranyel Vulcliano\-

I^liotograpliy: Dime Kolarov
A\usic: Simeon Pironkov
Cast: Anna Prucnal, Geortii Naoii-

111 o\-

TOBACCCJ

I'irst sliowinj^: November f), 1962

Script: Di miter Dimo\ and Nikola
Kora box-

Direction: Nikola Korabov
Photography: Vulo Radev
Art direction: Konstantin Djidrov
Music: Vassil Kazandjiev
Cast: Nevena Kokanova, Yordan Ma-

tev, Wolfgang Langhoff. I\-an

Kassabo\-

THE GOLD TOOTH
First showing: Decimber 3. 1962

Script: Kostadin Spassov and Anton too
Marinovich

'*^^

Direction: Anton Marinovich

Photography: Kosta Roussako\-
Music: Konstantin Iliev

Cast: Georgi Georgie\% Stefan Pei-

che\', Georgi Kaloyanchev, Ni-
kola Gulubov



Sci ipl:

Direction:

Photograpliy;
Art directfon:

Music:
Cast :

r 9 a :(

KALOV.W
First sliowing: J;iiui;ny "J 1

,
I'JIiV

Dako Dakoxski, Anton l)./n-

chev, Dirniter A\anto\'

Dako Dako\ski and ^ uri Ar-

laaoiidov

F. manouil Pangel«)v
Borisla\' Stoyev
\aiden (lerov

X'assil Stoicliew Bogoinil Si-

meonow Spass Djonew Andrei
MihaiioN, .\\agdalena .N\irclie\H

IWESTIGATION
1



IMit)l(i!4r;i|»liy :

Alt (lirecliiiii :

Music:
C'ist:

Stov.in /Im-likiii

Todiir 1 ladj inikoiox

Ale.xaniler Raiclie\-

B()!"isla\a Kouzmano\ a,

Kassabov, Lyuboniir 1

(leorgi r.lierkeln\

1\ an

'a\lo\\

Script :

Direction:

Pliotofirapliy :

Art direction:

Music:
Cast:

ill- CAI'TAIX

i'irsl show inLi: May 13, \9iV.\

Atanas Pa\ lo\-

Dim iter Petio\

Trendafii Zaharie\-

Stefka Mazakova
Alexander Raiclie\

Raiko Bodourov, ^anousli

Alourko\-, Dili Buchvaro\a

MiDNKiii I A\i:i:ri.\(j

Scri])! :

Direction:

P!iotof{rapliy:
Art direction:

Music:
Cast:

I'irst sli()\\in{4: Octobei- 7, \9G'.]

Paxel Vezliinov
Nikola Mincliev

Eiiiil Rashev
Konstantin Djidrov
Eniil Georgiev
Ne\ena Kokano\'a, l\an Koiui-

to\ , Lyuboniir Dimitrov. Ni-

kola Popox'

Script :

Direction:

Piiotograpliy :

Art direction:

Music:
Cast :

I-.R1-: IS NO Di-.ATll

1-irst showini-: dclober 21, liXi.'i

'I'odor ,\\ono\- and llristo San-

tov

llristo Pisko\- and Irina Akta-

she\'a

Todor Stoyanov
Konstantin Djidrov
Vassil I\azandjie\'
Peter Slabakov, Grigor \'ach-

kov, Djoko Rossicb, \'alentin

Roussetski, A\e(li Dimitro\;i

140



INSPECIOR 1\ nil: DARK
First showing: Decenibei 16, 196.^

Script: Bos,'oinil R;iino\-

Direction; Ran^el \'ulcli;iii()\

Pliotof,'rapli\ : Dimo Kohirov
Art direction: l\an Kirkov
Music: Simeon Pironkm
Cast: (jeorgi Kaloyancliex ,

.\c\ena

Kokanoxa, Di miter Tane\ . L.

Konforti

19 6 4

BETWEEN Till. I RACKS
First showing; January 7, 1964

Script; Svol)oda Biiclivarox a

Direction; \'ene!in Tsanko\

Photography: I'mil Rashev
Art direction: Kiril Donclie\-

Music: Mladen Mladenov
Cast: Margarita Choudinoxa, Sfoyan

Gndev, Radka Sarafo\a, Sl;"-

fan lliev

UNFINISHED CiAMFS
First showing: January 2 7, 1964

Scri))t: Nikola Golanov and Georgi
\'ane\-

Direction: Simeon Shixacliev

Photography: Hristo X'ulclianov

Art direction: Angel Angelov
Music: Lazar Nikolov
Cast: h'an Enche\-, Dolya Poposa,

Dinko Tinev, Peter Gyurov

14/ 1\A1L(J

First showing: February 17, 1964

Script. Nikola Vulchev and Evgeni
Konstantinov

Direction; Nikola Vulchev

Photography: Konstantin Yanakiev
Art direction; K'osta Roiissakov



Music: Boyan Ikonomov
Cast: Bogomil Simeonov, Ginka Stan-

cheva, Louna Da\ido\a, Ts\'yat-

ko NMkolov

nil- BLACK RIVER
I-irst showing: April 6, 19t)l

Script: Nikola Tiholov

Direction: Zahari Zhandov

Photography: Emil Wagenstein
Art direction: Yanko 'N'ankov

Music: Lazar Nikolox.

Cast: Geor^i Georgiev. Zhorzheta

Chakurova. Ivan Tone\'

THE INTRANSIGENTS
First showing: April 27. 1964

Script: 'N'anko Yankov
Direction: "lanko Yankov

Photography: Trendafil Zahariex

Art direction: Naiden Petkov

Music: Alexander Ra"'che\-

Cast: Ivan Raev, D-^shitsa Zhagi-.-

rals, Banko Banko\ . Jordan
Mate\

MIDNIGHT ADVENTURE
First showing: June 1, 1964

Script: Kiri! Voinox- and Anton Mari-

novich

Direction: Anton Marinovich

Photography: Hristo Vulchanov
Art directi'n: Pandyu Randev
Music: Atanas Boyadjiev
Cast: Lvubomir Diinitrov. Vessela

Rado^xa. Niiciio Petio\. I\an

Andonov, Goorgi Chorkolo\ 142

THE HORSEMAN
First showing: July 27. 1964

Script: Lyuben Lalov and

Georgi Alourkov

Dirtction: Georgi Al'Mukov



Pliotoi^raphy : .Whiileii \\uW\

Art direction; .Moni Aladjeiiios
A\usic: l^eter Stoupel
Ciist: St(.'f;in llie\-, Suin ;i A\;uko\;i,

KiiiiK'iit DiMiclu'v . A\oio(li la-

ne \-

111!. CIIAIX

I'irst sliowiuL;: AiiLjust 31, 19(.U

Script: An!4el Wa^enstein
Direction; i.ynboiiiir Siiarlandj ie\

Photography: Emil Wagenstein
Art direction: Alexander Dyako\
Music: Kiril Cibulka
Cast: Vassil Popilie\, Ivan Brata-

nov, Leo Konforti, Griiior \'ach-

ko\-

i:i DAYS
I'irst showing: September 7. 1964

Script: Lozan Strelkox'

Direction: Stefan Surchadjie\-

Photography: Vassil Holiolche\-

Art direction: Milko Marino\- ami Bogo>a
Sapoundjiex'

Music: Xaiden Gero\
Cast: Eniil Stefano\\ Lyubuiuir K;i-

bakchiev, Di miter BoLiinozo\,
.Wiliail .Wihailov

THE PEACH THIEI"

Based on the story by E. Stane\

First showing: Xovemlier !'. 19(31

tjo Script: \'ulo Rade\'
Direction: \iilo Rade\

Photography: lodor Stoyano\
Art direction: Xedelcho N'anex

Music: Simeon Pironko\
Cast: .\evena Kokano\a, Rado Mar-

kovich. .Miiinil Mihailow \'as-

sil \'aclie\



A\ INCREDIBLE STORY
First showing: December 21, 1961

Script; Radoi Ralin
Direction; Vladimir \anclie\

Photography: Georgi Slavchev
Art direction; \edelcho Nane\-

Music: Peter Stoupel
Cast: Range! Vuiciiano\ , Bistra Gou-

teva, Georgi Cherl<elo\-, Georgi

Kaloyanche\'

1 9 fi 5

lis CLOSE TO TOWN
I'irst showing: January 4, 1965

Script: Geno Genov and Todor Stoya-
nov

Direction: Gencho Gcnchev

Photography: Stoyan Zhichkin

Art direction: Atanas Boyacljiev
.Wusic: Todor Nikolov
(last: Lyudiiiila Cliesliiiiedjie\ a, \'a-

lentin Rcussetski, Andrei A\ ra-

ino\', Naouin Shopo\'

rHE END Ol- A \ACAilON
First showing: February 22, 1965

Script; Ernii Manov
Direction: Lyudmil Kirko\-

Photography: Emanouil Pangeiox
Art direction: Simeon Pironko\-

Music; Violeta Yovche\ a

Cast; Alexander Karmilchev, Evgeni
Statelov, Majet Zakut, Stoyan
Peev

THE PAROLE
First showing: March 15. 1965

Script; Stanka Gyurova
Direction; Peter Vassilev

Photography: Georgi Georgiev
Art direction: Georqi Ivnno\-

144
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Music: Georgi Ivano\
Cast: Assen Milanov, I\an Bratano\

Mila Sant()\a. Xikolina Toina-

iio\ a

A Rl I Ol" SKY lUR 1HKEI£
1-iist showing: May 17, 1965

Script: Range! Ignato\' r.ncl Kiril ilin-

clie\'

Direction: Kiril Ilinciie\-

Piiotograpliy: Trendafil Zaiiaiit'\-

Art direction: Ivan Spassox-
Music: Petko Boncliov
Cast: Lyuboniir Kisseiichki. Georgi

Nikolov, Radoslav Stoilov,
I. y lid mila Chesiiniedjieva

WW-. ANCIENT COIN
First showing: June 28, 19()5

Script: the brothers Mormnrex
Direction: X'ladiinir Yanches

Piiotography : Erwin Anders
A\usic: Peter Stoupel
Cast :



Photography; Diino Kolaru\
Music: X'assil Kazandjie\
Art direction; N'ioleta Yo\xlie\-a and Alexan-

der Dyai<o\'
("asl; Ilka Zafiro\a, Georgi Kaloyan-

fhe\-. Naouiii Siiopox . Krassi-

iiiira Apostoloxa

A RESTLL-SS iloWi:

First siiowing: Octohir 8, 1965

Script; Pavel Ve/.liino\

Direction; Yakiiii ^'akiniov

Photography; Emil Wagenstein
Music; Kiril Cibulka
Art direction; Randyu Randex and Belin Be-

lev

Cast: Ivan Kondox , r.niilia Radeva,
Elena Rainoxa, .N\ilen Penev

1 9 fi 6

A HOT NOON
I'irst showing; January 3, MMitj

Scrij)t; \'ordan Radiclikox'

Direction; Zako lleskia

Photograpliy ; I'odor Stoyaiiox'
Music: Milclio Lex ie\

Art direction: Georgi Nedyalkox
Cast: Peter Siabakow Plaiuuk Na

kov, Kaiiiil Kyuclioukov, l.u-

chezar Yankox'

TSAR AND CiENERAL
hirst siiowing: January 17, 196G

Script: L\uben Stanc\- /J/j
Direction: \ulo Radcx
Photography; Borislav Pounchex
Music: Simeon Pironkov
Art direction: Konstantin Roussakox
Cast: Peter Slabakox', Naoum Sho-

pov, Stoiciu) Mazgalox-; Georgi
Cii'?rkelov



KMGllT \V1 1 llol T .\RA\OL K

I'irst sli()\vin(4: I'elirii.irN 1 I. \9hu

Script: Valeri Petro\

Direction: Borisl;i\' Siuir;iiie\

Phototir;ipli\ : Atjinas Tassex

Music: N'assil Kazandjie\
Art direction: .Maria l\ano\a
Cast: Oleg Ko\aclie\-, Apostol Kara-

initev. Ts\yatko NiknloN, Ma-
ria Roiissaiiexa

THH SIMMONED DID NOl APPEAR
First showing: March 7, 1966

Script; Svoboda Buchvarova
Direction: Vladislav Ikonomov
Photography: Einil Wagenstein
Music: Kiril Cihulka
Art direction: Nevena Baltova
Cast: Assen A\ilanov, Vassil Popilie\.

Slavka Slavo\a, Peter Panko\ ,

Isxetana Ostroxska

MEN
I'irst showing: March 21. 1966

Script: Georgi Markox
Direction: Vassil Mirclie\-

Photography: Todor Stoyano\-
Music: .Wilcho Le\ie\'

Art direction: Belin Belinox

Cast: Sava Hashumow Dobromir Ma-
nev, Lyuboinir Goulyashki, Ru-

inyana Karabeloxa, Yoanna
Popo\ a

ETERNAl. CAl.E.XDAR
Eirst showing: May 2, 1966

147 Script: Peter Done\-

Direction: Peter Done\'

Photograph} : Boris Yanakiev
Music: Kiril Donchev
.^rt. direction: Bogoya Sa mound jiev
Cast: I\an Bratanow A\argarita Peh-

li\ano\a, Iliya Dobrev, Stefan
.N\avrodie\-



HOLIDAYS WITH SURPRISES
First showing: May 23. 1966

Script: (jerclio Atanas,S()\-

Direction: Zako lleskia

Photograpiu : lodor Stoyano\-
Music : Boris Karadimchev
Art direction: Georgi Nedyalkov
(^.ast: Dili Buchvarova, Maya Drago-

iiianska, Krouni Atsew Raiko
Bodourox'

BI^TWEEN Ills PARENTS
First sliowing: Sept(MiiS.r 5. 1966

Script: Vera Stoirnenova
Direction: Dim iter Petrov

Photograpln : Trendafil Zaliarie\-

Music: Simeon Pironkox
Art dircrlioii: Milko Marinc)\-

Cast; (jeorgi Georgie\ . \ioleta A\i!i-

kova, Yanoiisli Alourkox, Di-

miter Bncliex'

CAROM
I'irst sliowing: October 17, 1966

Script: Atanas Tsene\-

Direction: Lyul)c>mir Sharlandjiev
Photography: Emil Wagenstein
Wusic: Petko Boncliev
Cast: Anani Ya\ashe\', \'e\ena Ko-

kanova. E\stati Stratev, Ele-
na Raino\a. Assen Milano\-

HIE BElli:ST OF Till- INCA
First showing: December M), 1966

Scrijit: Georg Marischka, T. Grott,
Franz Marischka j^^

Direction: Georg Marischka

Photography: Siegfrid Gold
Music: Angelo Lavanigno
Cast: Ric Bataglia, Guy Maddison.

Geula Nuni. Heinz Erhard,
Fernando Rav, Francisco Ra-
bat
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I «l (i 7

1 IIL 1:\U Ul bLA\A\hK
First showing: F'etiniaiy 'i, I'KiT

Script: Emil M;ino\
Direction: Douchn Moiindro\'

Photourapliy : llristo \'iilclinno\- and .\\l;nU-ii

Kolev
Music: Cjeort^i Genkos-
(.ast: Peter Slabal<o\-, Ilka Zafiroxa,

Kalina Antono\a, Ani Baka-
lova, Anani 'N'axasliex-

THE LONGEST NIGHT
First sliowing: February 21, 19ti7

Script: \'esselin Branev
Direction: X'lilo Rade\-

I^liotography : Borisla\- Poiinclie\-

Music: Simeon Pironkov
Cast: Georgi Kaloyanciiev, NcAena

KokanoN'a, Ivan Bratanov. Ge-
orgi Georgiev, Viktor Relien-
cliiik, Roiissi Clianev

ON THE PAVEMENT
First showing: March 24, 1967

Script: Milcho Rade\-
Direction: Anton Marinovich
Photography: llristo X'ulchanov and Wladen

K' ()le\

Music: Kiril D(jnciie\

Art direction: Randyu Randev
Cast: Ivan Andonow Ani Bakalo\;i.

Lyubomir Kisselichki. Yordan
Spasso\-

THE SlLENl PATHS
First showing: April, 19(i7

Script: Lyubomir Levchev
Direction: Vladislav Ikonomo\-

Photography: Kroum Kroumo\-



,N\u.vic: Kill I C'il)ulf\;i

Cast: (jeorgi Cherke!o\ . AViliaii AVi'-

liailow Exstati Strate\ , Dob-
inniir Mane\

THE SIDETRACK
First showing: May 26, 1967

Script: Blaga Dimitrova

Direction: Grisha Ostrovski and Tndor

Stoyanov
Photograpliy: Todor Stoyanov
Music: Milcho Le\ie\'

Cast: Nevena Kokanova and haii An-

donov

XO TRAIN COMIXCI
First showing: .Inne 'Ji , HMw

Script: Georgi Mishev

Direction: Edward Zaharie\-

Photography: Boris Yanakie\
Art direction: Stefka Mazakova
C;ist: Andrei Avramov, Naoum Siio-

pov, Kirii Yanev, Ilka Zafiro-

va. Georgi Georgie\-

THE SEA
First showing: Juno 21, l967

Script: Georgi Branev
Direction: Peter Donev

Photography: Boris Yanakiev
Art direction: Stefka Mazakova
Cast: Severina Teneva. Stefan Da-

nailov, Isac Fintsi

IHE MAN IN THE SHADE
First showing: August i967

Script: Kiril Boinov and Yakim Yaki- jgj
ino\'

Direction: Yakim Yakimov
Photography: Georgi Georgiev
Music: Kiril Cibulka

Cast: Stanyu Mihailov, Ivan Kondo\,
Elena Rainova, Preslav Pet-

rov, Mihail Mihailov



Script:
Direction:

r>liotograpliy :

Music:
Cast :

r \s 1 1: oi .\i..\\i).\us

1 list slun\ini4: SepteiiiinT '_'", 19(17

l^uel Vezliinox

Lyiiboinir Sharlantljit.'\
Ataiias Tasse\

Angel Mi hail ov
X'evena Kokanova. Georgi Geor-

gie\-, Iskia liadjie\a, Stefan

Danailo\-, Doioteya Tnncheva
Antonia Clinlclie\'a
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